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Introduction
The transition from high school
into educational and occupational pathways is a bewildering
process for many young people
and their parents. From the time
they start kindergarten to the
day they graduate from high
school, most youth travel down
a relatively straightforward
path. They proceed systematically from one grade to another.
Everyone their age is doing
pretty much what they are doing
school-wise, and career decisions are something for the
distant future.
Then comes high school graduation and the roadmap ends.
Some young people move
smoothly into post-secondary
training and satisfying work
while others flounder. They
change their education programs multiple times or drop
out altogether. Many graduate from college or university
with no idea what they want to do and spend years
careening from one job to another and back to school in
an attempt to establish themselves in a fulfilling career.
Parents are left on the sidelines, watching and worrying as
their children struggle to find a place for themselves in the
work world. In the past, you’ve always been able to give
your children the benefit of your experience in the form of
solid information, helpful advice, and comforting encouragement. Now you feel helpless. There are so many more
choices than when you were your children’s age. How will
they know what’s best for them? Education has become so
expensive. How can they avoid making a costly mistake?
The labour market feels like one big rollercoaster. What
guarantees are there that good jobs await them, even if
they invest the time and money into college or university?

You want to be able to guide
your children through a successful transition into adulthood.
You don’t want to be a dictator.
And you don’t want to be a nag.
But sometimes it happens just
the same. Anxiety gets fuelled
with frustration when your
children don’t seem to be
getting “serious” about their
futures. The temptation is to
become critical or interfering as
you try to prod your child into
choosing a post-secondary
education program or getting a
“decent” job.
In 2007 and 2008 we interviewed 100 young Canadians
about their educational and
career experiences in the ten
years after graduating from high
school. They described their
successes and missteps; they spoke of pride of accomplishment and regrets for missed opportunities; they gave their
best advice on what assistance they wished they had had
when they were in high school.
Out of that study, a guide for counselling professionals was
created, as well as this booklet for parents—written to
give you hope and guidance. We start by offering you a
glimpse into the world of today’s emerging adult. We
describe the multiplicity of pathways that youth follow
when training for and finding their way in a labour market
that is vastly different from when you were starting out.
We conclude with practical suggestions for constructive
roles you can play, activities you can undertake, and
resources you can use as you help your children make
informed, personally satisfying career decisions. Throughout the book we share the stories of the young people we
interviewed and let their voices speak to you.
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Chapter One

It’s a Different World
Out There
Eighteen and getting out of high school, your whole world changes. It’s a scary place.
Think back to when you were eighteen and what you had to do with your parents.

S24-year-old participant from Calgary
Parents often assume that things haven’t changed that
much since they graduated from high school. They think
that what worked for them will work for their children.
Cassie, a 25-year-old, complained that her parents “didn’t
get” how much things had changed:

I don’t know if this is a generation thing, but my
parents say things like, “When I moved out at
eighteen I never moved back home. I always took care
of myself.” My parents are very supportive financially
and they don’t really say much about it. At the same
time, it’s like you should be able to stand on your own
two feet. My dad’s like,“I went to architecture school
and became an architect. It’s straightforward. You do
this and then you become that.” So it was like,“what
are you doing with your life?”
Things have changed. The way young people grow up has
changed. The labour market has changed which means the
way young people make career decisions has also changed.
These shifts have impacted how young people navigate
through the complexities of finding their place in a work
world where the old rules don’t apply anymore. Let’s take a
peak at what’s happening with young people today.

Young Adults are Different
It’s tough being a parent of older teenaged and twentysomething kids these days when you swore you would
never become like your own parents. But, when you see
your children without direction, wandering from one

menial job to another or one training program to another,
it’s hard not to conclude that something is lacking in their
motivation. You think back to when you were their age:
you had finished school and were out on your own with a
full-time job. Heck, you might have been married by then,
started a family, even working on your first home mortgage. What’s going on with this generation?
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Dr. Jeffrey Arnett, a developmental psychologist, has spent
a lot of years researching that very question. Dr. Arnett
says that the transition from student to full-fledged adult
is taking longer than it used to. He contends that the
period between ages 18 and 25 is sufficiently distinct from
other phases of human development that he’s coined a
term to describe it, “emerging adulthood.” As Arnett sees
it, the early twenties is a time where many young people
don’t feel like adolescents, but they’re not really feeling
like adults yet either.1

Some young people build their careers in a systematic way
by carefully considering their options and investigating
the pros and cons of their choices. Just as often, however,
career decisions are made in a haphazard fashion, with
youth taking whatever jobs happen to come their way or
enrolling in the post-secondary education institution
that’s closest at hand. Sometimes this laissez-faire
approach works out just fine and the young person lucks
into an option that fits his interests and personality. More
frequently it doesn’t.

This period of emerging adulthood is the result of shifts in
society that have been going on since the late 1960s. Posthigh school training is taking longer. Marriage and children
are being postponed (or outright rejected). Youth expect,
and have the freedom, to experiment with different options
before they decide where they want to live, what work they
want to do, and what lifestyle they want to pursue.2

Whether focused or fuzzy, the one constant in the lives of
emerging adults is that their plans keep changing. They
may graduate from a program only to discover that they
can’t find a job or they don’t like the work. Their postsecondary application may be declined and they have to
return to the planning board. They may bounce around in
entry-level, part-time, or short-term work, trying to find
that full-time job that will establish their career. They may
return to school to get re-credentialed for a career field
that holds more promise.

Added to the mix are some newer phenomena. Education
has become more costly and many twentysomething
college and university graduates are struggling to support
themselves as independent adults. The proliferation of so
many new career options means that making a choice can
be quite overwhelming. Lastly, many young people have
watched their parents cope with their own career disappointments and they are reluctant to make decisions that
may lead them down similar paths.
Taken altogether, many young adults are in no hurry to
make decisions that may pigeon-hole them into a life they
do not want to lead. They want to take the time to try out
different experiences, explore their options, learn more
about themselves, and stay open to opportunities that
may come along further down the road. As a result, many
of the major life decisions that used to be settled in a
person’s early twenties are now being postponed.

All of this trial and error and forwards/backwards/sideways
maneuvering takes time. The good news, however, is that a
few years does seem to make a difference. By their late
twenties, most young people have become more settled.3
Even if they haven’t achieved their career goals yet, they
have a sense of what those goals are and what it takes to
reach them. As frustrating as this may be for parents to
watch, things do come together in their own time.

Career Pathways are Different
At one time it may have been true that young people made
relatively straightforward transitions from high school into
the workforce. Today it is no longer the norm. Young people
spend many more years experimenting with post-secondary
education programs and jobs, trying to figure out who they
are, what they want, and where they fit.
How much do you know about the way that youth go
about establishing their career pathways? Take the quiz on
page 5 to test your knowledge of the educational and work
experiences of young Canadians today.
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See: High Five Messages for Parents

Career Pathways Quiz
1.

True or False? It is normal for 18-year-olds to have made final decisions about their future education
and career plans.

2.

% of high school students in Canada go to post-secondary education within three years of graduation.
a. 40%

3.

b. 15%

d. 93%

c. 26%

d. 32%

% of post-secondary students graduate from a different program than the one they started in.
a. 19%

5.

c. 82%

% of students drop out before completing their post-secondary education program.
a. 6%

4.

b. 64%

b. 31%

c. 45%

d. 60%

% of parents who completed university hope their children will do the same.
a. 52%

b. 70%

c. 84%

d. 94%

6.

True or False? The more educational and career choices a young person has the easier it is to decide.

7.

% of high school and university students reported that at least one chance event influenced their
educational or career path.
a. 10%

8.

c. 70%

d. 90%

% of Canadian university students owe, on average, more than $20,000 when they graduate with
a bachelor’s degree.
a. 10%

9.

b. 50%

b. 32%

Two years after graduation
they have gained in university.
a. 29%

b. 50%

c. 44%

d. 50%

% of Canadian undergraduates are in jobs that do not require the skills
c. 62%

d. 71%

10. The transition from high school to full-time work now takes approximately
adults to complete.
a. 4 years
11.

b. 6 years

c. 8 years

years for young

d. 10 years

% of high school students would like additional help with career planning.
a. 25%

b. 42%

c. 64%

d. 70%

12. Who are high school students most likely to approach for help with career planning?
a. parents

b. friends

c. guidance counsellors

d. teachers
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Answers — Career Pathways Quiz
1. True or False? It is normal for 18-year-olds to
have made final decisions about their future education and career plans. Answer: False.
Some 18-year-olds have travelled, held part-time jobs,
or been involved in extracurricular activities. Some
have done little other than study. Young people can’t
be expected to know what they are passionate about
when they haven’t had much experience yet. They
also tend not to know much about the choices they
are considering. What they do know often comes from
misinformation or the opinions of family and friends.
It is both astounding and distressing how many young
people complete a training program oblivious to the
realities of the work they will be doing upon graduation.

2. 82% of high school students in Canada go
to post-secondary education within three years
of graduation.4
For parents who worry that their child won’t ever go to
college or university if they don’t go directly after high
school graduation, the facts should help allay your
fears. Young people are well aware of the critical role
that post-secondary education plays in terms of
increasing their employment prospects. The vast
majority of high school graduates do go to some type
of post-secondary education, even if they opt for a
break in their studies for a year or two.

3. 15% of students drop out before completing their
post-secondary program.
Not every young person is ready to go directly into
post-secondary education, or is able to continue with
their studies once they have enrolled. The most common
reasons for dropping out are not having enough
money, not liking a program, and wanting to work.5

4. 60% of post-secondary students graduate from a
different program than the one they started in.6
Parents tend to assume that their children have made
a firm decision when they choose a post-secondary
program. The truth is quite different. Many young

people use their college or university experience to
test the waters and learn more about themselves.
Some change programs more than once. Approximately
25% try three or more programs.7

5. 84% of parents who completed university hope
their children will do the same.8
More than ever before, parents expect their children to
acquire high levels of education. This is particularly
true for parents who have university degrees themselves. Young people’s educational aspirations for
themselves are even higher. Remarkably, over 50% of
high school graduates say they want to get a master’s
or Ph.D. degree. We know, however, that ten years
after high school graduation only 4% of the population
will have completed any graduate education.9

6. The more educational and career choices a young
person has the easier it is to decide.
Answer: False.
Too much choice can mean too much of a good thing.
Just like trying to choose a box of cereal from the 50
brands on the grocery shelf, young people can become
overwhelmed trying to evaluate all the options in front
of them to come up with the best choice. Even when
they choose, many continue to worry that they may
have made the wrong decision, that maybe one of the
choices they left behind was the right one.10

7. 70% of high school and university students
reported that at least one chance event
influenced their educational or career path.11
You should never underestimate the extent to which
luck and unexpected events factor into the direction a
young person’s career path will take. For better or for
worse, events beyond our control such as a chance
encounter, an unexpected promotion, an illness, or
obstacles to the original plan can either expand or
contract the options that are available for a young
person to consider.
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8. 50% of Canadian university students owe, on
average, more than $20,000 when they graduate
with a bachelor’s degree.
The cost of getting a post-secondary education is
serious business for most young people and their
parents. Close to 15% of students owed more than
$25,000 when they graduated.12 A graduating student
with a $25,000 loan in 2008 will be indentured to the
tune of $300 a month for ten years. It’s little wonder
that half of those who graduate with sizable debts say
they’re having difficulty making their payments. High
levels of student debt also make it difficult for graduates to pursue further education which might improve
their chances of getting better employment.

9. Two years after graduation, 50% of Canadian
undergraduates are in jobs that do not require the
skills they have gained in university.
Young people with post-secondary degrees, diplomas
or certificates are less likely to be unemployed and
more likely to have a higher salary than those with
only a high school diploma.13 Post-secondary credentials, however, do not guarantee that young people
will be well employed after they graduate. Many remain
under-employed in jobs where they have significantly
more education and skills than are required for the
work they are doing.

10. The transition from high school to full-time work
now takes approximately eight years for young
adults to complete.14
Until recently, the transition to adulthood was
compressed into a relatively short timeframe.15 Most
youth entered the workforce directly after graduating
from high school. Those who went to post-secondary
education were generally able to find good jobs
immediately after graduation. Today’s youth face a
different reality. Job prospects for those without
post-secondary education are becoming increasingly
limited. The need to invest in post-secondary
education significantly increases the time it takes
young people to make the transition from high school
to full-time employment.

11. 70% of high school students would like additional help with career planning.16
Many parents think that their children are disinterested in planning for the future. In reality, youth see
career planning as being so important and daunting
that they often avoid the issue and then make snap
decisions under duress.

12. Who are high school students most likely to
approach for help with career planning?
Answer: parents.
Parents have a tendency to think that their teenaged
children don’t want to hear what they have to say and
won’t listen when they do try to have a career
conversation. This couldn’t be further from the truth.
In a survey of 7000 senior high school students in
Alberta, 75% cited parents as being in the top three
people they were most comfortable asking for career
planning assistance, compared with friends at 43%,
experts in the field at 42%, and counsellors at 36%.17
This shouldn’t come as a total surprise. In many
families there has been a lifetime of building a
relationship of familiarity and trust; the career question
is simply another dimension of that relationship.

The way it is supposed to look
Most parents hope that their children’s career path will
follow a linear, predictable route from high school to
post-secondary
training, and
The
way it is supposed
to then
lookon to a permanent
full-time job.

Graduate from
high school

Graduate from
college/university

Get a
good job

Retire

The way it looks for most
In reality, most young people’s career paths today look
The way it looks for most
something like this:
Retire
Start post-secondary
education

Graduate
from high
school

Change
programs

Change jobs

Go back to
school
Take a year off

Work
part-time
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Chapter Two

Finding Their Place
I don’t believe that, at eighteen, most people have any clue what they’re
going to do, nor should they really. You’ve just got to go through
the years and you’ll eventually figure it out.

S25-year-old participant from Halifax
It’s hard for our children to choose a career direction until
they know themselves well enough to be able to determine
what they want to do. Ideally, young people have the
opportunity to learn about their interests and abilities and
to explore different options before they are required to
decide. By the time they graduate from high school, some
young people do have enough self-awareness and exposure
to occupations to be reasonably confident that what they
have chosen will be a good fit. Others need more time.
No matter what it might look like from the outside, on the
inside most young people really are trying to figure out
where they belong in this world. They want to find a place
where they can use their energies, passions, and abilities
in a way that is meaningful.
While the intention may be the same for all young people,
the journey certainly isn’t. The routes youth take are as
varied as the individuals steering the course. To help you
get a handle on how your children may be managing their
career pathways, we have grouped the common themes
under three broad categories that we call Navigators,
Explorers, and Drifters.

Navigators
Now you have some idea why the late teens and twenties
can be a chaotic time. But what’s actually going on in your
child’s mind? One minute, your daughter has definitely
decided to pursue environmental technology. A few weeks
later, she’s talking about computer animation. What’s
happening as she ricochets from one plan to another?

Navigators are those young people who have a plan. They
know what they want to do. Sometimes they’ve known
since they were quite young. Now it’s full steam ahead,
doing what’s necessary to achieve their goal.
Jenn, a 23-year-old, is in the process of getting her
counselling psychology degree. She knew she wanted to
be a psychologist since she was in Grade 10:
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I knew that I wanted to work with people and to help
them. There’s all the people that take care of physical
well being. That’s not for me. I could never cut into
somebody or inject somebody. I thought that mental
well-being was just as important.

Other Navigators are not so fortunate. They start out with
a concrete direction but, for any number of reasons, their
plans derail.

Tim, another 23-year-old, aspired to be his own boss since
graduating from high school:

At the time when I went to university, computers were
the thing, so that’s what I did. Thinking, “I like to
play computer games, I’ll love computer science.” Not
the same thing at all. I went to university for three
years and I got my certificate in computer science,
which is now just a real expensive banner on the wall.

I took an entrepreneurship class in high school.
It was my favourite class. Anytime they started
talking about business, I paid full attention. I always
liked selling when I was young. I used to go and sell
stuff at the craft fairs and, when I took the course,
it just caught me.
For some Navigators, their plans go as they intended. They
love their college or university programs and they excel as
students. When they graduate, they find jobs related to
their training and are rewarded with work that is interesting and satisfying.

Jeff, a 28-year-old, navigated to a “hot” career area
without considering whether he was interested in it:

Henri navigated toward a career as a golf pro, but now works
in the fishing industry where he can make a better living:

My original plan was to stay in the States where I
could work year round. Then I decided to come back
and I got a job at a local golf academy. I was still
planning to go to the States because in Canada the
golf season is so short. But, I met my wife, got
married, stayed here, and kind of got away from golf.
Tessa, a 25-year-old, got a big break when she was hired
as an art gallery curator. Her career dream was derailed,
however, when a nasty work environment shattered her
self-confidence.

It turned out to be an absolute nightmare. My boss
was abusive mentally and emotionally. So I left five
months into my contract and I haven’t worked in the
field of art since. It was just a bad start to my career.
It severely impacted my confidence. I went through
periods of being extremely afraid to apply for any jobs
in the art world, let alone talk to anybody from the art
world. I felt like she probably dragged me through the
mud. I still don’t know to this day if she has or not.

Explorers
Explorers don’t know specifically what they want to do,
but they’re actively trying to figure it out. They spend time
thinking about where they might put their interests and
talents to best use. They research the requirements and
realities of possible career options. They seek out experiences to test whether an option is truly a good fit. Along
the way, Explorers evaluate, reject and keep in reserve
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different options, until they are finally comfortable making
a decision.
Some Explorers have a good sense of themselves and just
need more experiences to confirm their interests as they
relate to education or work choices. Alicia is a 25-year-old
who works for an immigrant settlement agency. She
became aware of her interest in human rights and community development through volunteer work she did in high
school. After graduation, she participated in an international educational exchange program which led to a series
of paid and volunteer jobs working on environmental,
social justice, and cross-cultural issues.

After high school, I didn’t really have a clear idea
what I wanted to do. I knew that I wanted to travel,
experience other cultures, I knew that I wanted to

make a difference. I knew that I wanted to work with
people in some context. Canada World Youth was what
led to the next thing and led to the next thing and
then here I am now, with a great job and working with
youth who are from cross-cultural backgrounds.
Other Explorers use college or university as a time to
clarify their interests. Tanya knew about some of her
strengths, but she didn’t know where the training she
chose would lead her:

I played sports in high school and really enjoyed
the team atmosphere and I was quite good at
organizational skills. Part of the program I took was
about running facilities, putting together tournaments
and things like that. I didn’t know what I was going to
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do at the other end, but it started me
in some sort of direction.
Then there are those Explorers who are
full of interesting possibilities. They need
time to sort through their options to
decide which comes out on top. Maud,
a 26-year-old, graduated with a science
degree, then travelled before returning
home. She now has a job as a youth
worker which she knows she doesn’t want
to do long term. Maud is using her time
to weigh her different options:

I’ve had lots of ideas. Medicine was a
big one: I thought about that for quite
some time, then opted not to go ahead
with it. I didn’t want the lifestyle and
the schooling that went into it. I’ve thought about
being an OT [occupational therapist], going into
naturopathic medicine, working at a vineyard, doing
eco-tourism. I’ve gone all over the map. This job has
given me time to learn more about myself, flip-flopping
through ideas as different interests occur to me and
then trying to find one that suits.
The late teens and early twenties are an ideal time for
exploration because most young people are still single and
not hemmed in by too many responsibilities. The time for
exploring, however, starts to run out once marriage,
children, and mortgages come on the scene. This was the
case for Shauna, a 29-year-old, who had spent the preceding
decade exploring her options. She would like to continue
looking for more meaningful work, but she doesn’t find it
that easy since getting married: “I have to be more calculated about exploring and go about it more intentionally.
The question is, given my responsibilities, how can I
satisfy my curiosity?”

Drifters
Drifters don’t know what they want to do, are lackadaisical
about making choices, or face significant barriers to
getting their career started. Being unable or unwilling to
actively seek a career direction, they are apt to “go
with the flow.”

Some Drifters aren’t ready to face up to the challenge of
making a career decision. To avoid the discomfort they are
feeling, they take the most convenient path that is at
hand. Bianca reflected on her first year after high school:

I remember graduating and thinking, “I don’t want to
deal with school.” Work was a way of being lazy
because all you’ve got to do is show up, do your job,
and go home. There’s nothing stressful or uncertain
about it, whereas applying to school and making
choices about your future, it’s scary. So, I was like,
I’m going to work this stupid job and see what
happens, until it drives me nuts and then I’ll go to
the next thing.
Others drift because their lack of education keeps them
stuck in low skill/low wage jobs. Jake is a 29-year-old
who works as an unlicensed mechanic. After graduating
from high school, he completed an autobody course, but
couldn’t find a job in his field because of poor health. For
ten years, Jake drifted from one job to another.

Most of them were just dead-end jobs. I probably
shouldn’t have even bothered with them. It wasn’t
what I wanted to be doing. They were just a job to
make some money. They really had no future. I just
got by and haven’t done anything really meaningful
career-wise. In the time I’ve had, I could have done a
lot more than I did, but I just go day to day.
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I ski a lot and there’s better skiing in Calgary. I just
wanted to see what Calgary was like.
What many drifters fail to realize is that, by not deciding,
they are in fact making a decision. They are choosing to
avoid the issue by sticking with familiar routines where it
is unlikely they will gain new experiences or become
exposed to new possibilities.
The real danger of drifting lies in sticking with it too long.
As the years slide by, the Drifter is liable to lose confidence and motivation and become stranded. Getting back
on track then takes a super-human effort.
The typical image of a Drifter is someone who is wasting
their time working in dead-end jobs, or not working at
all. Jake’s a good example of this: a decade after
graduating from high school, he has little to show in the
way of credentials, marketable skills, or prospects to
improve his situation.
However, Drifters are not always easy to spot. Graduate
and professional schools are favourite hiding places for
“high functioning” drifters, bright students who deal with
the uncertainty about what to do by simply continuing to
go to school. John is one such high functioning drifter:

When I did my undergrad, I did a few co-op work
terms and they provided very low job satisfaction.
I don’t even really know why I did computer science.
I never owned a computer in my life.
I always did well in school so one of the professors
said I should apply for a scholarship for graduate
school. I got a full scholarship so school was for free.

Is One Strategy
Better Than Another?
It is natural to assume that navigating is the best strategy
and that drifting is not a good option. While many twentysomethings are still trying to figure out what to do,
others, like Jenn and Tim, have navigated in a pretty
straight line from high school to post-secondary education
or work and love what they are doing. Surely, it makes
sense to encourage our children to know what they want
to do coming out of high school and then follow through
on their plans.
While Navigators appear to be “ahead,” it doesn’t always
work out that way. Illustrative of this are the pathways
taken by two young people who graduated from high
school in the same year. One navigated directly to university
with the plan of becoming an architect. The other drifted
into jobs in retail and the fast food industry. Likely those
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around them at the time thought the Navigator was using
a far better strategy than the Drifter. However, ten years
later, the Drifter is working in a field that he loves, while
the Navigator is still trying to figure it out.
The Navigator didn’t know much about architecture when
she enrolled at university. Within two years, she knew that
it wasn’t for her. She dropped out to explore her passion
for music. Along the way, she discovered that sound
engineering could provide her with a decent living and
keep her in the music industry. There was only one hitch:
the student loan she’d run up attending university made
going back to school unthinkable. Her only option for now
is to try to find work in the music field that doesn’t
involve training.
The Drifter, on the other hand, saw his friends accumulating student loan debts and he became concerned about
the cost of going to university. He opted to work in jobs
that were “at hand” with the general notion of saving
money, but with no career goal in mind. Purely by chance
he surfed his way onto a dental technology website. While
he wasn’t particularly interested in the field, the offer of
training was irresistible:

Going through a website I found this listing for a
dental lab and they said on-the-job training provided
and it’s like, okay why not? That’s pretty much hook,
line and sinker for me. It’s like okay, that’s a job where
they don’t want somebody to Mickey Mouse around.
That’s why I took the job. And they’ve lived up to it. It
was the biggest fluke of my life.

The Outcomes of Navigating,
Exploring, and Drifting
You will be relieved to know that the majority of young
adults resolve their career confusion by the time they
reach their late twenties. How satisfied they are with their
choices and the places they find themselves is another
matter. We found that young people fell into two
categories that we call Committers and Settlers.

Committers
Committers have found a place that “clicks” for them,
one that they are generally happy with and have no plans
to change any time soon. The good news is that many
young people reach this stage within a decade of leaving
high school. Shawn, a 29-year-old, is happily committed
to his work:

I’ve been a chartered accountant for five years. Mostly
my line of work involves auditing, but it can involve
some taxation, other special work, dealing with clients.
I really enjoy it. You don’t see the same thing day after

Needless to say, this young person might have returned to
drifting if he hadn’t liked the work or didn’t have the aptitude for it. As it happened, he realized the opportunity he
had been given and applied himself to become proficient
and to progress in the field.
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Settlers
Settlers have found themselves in a place that they don’t
particularly like—maybe because of poor pay, boring work,
no room for advancement, or whatever. But, for one reason
or another, they are not ready, willing or able to make a
change, so they settle.
Some young people settle when adult responsibilities take
priority. Mylinda is a 24-year-old with a Business Administration diploma. She works as a labourer in a furniture
factory and feels she’s vastly underemployed. But she and
her boyfriend have recently purchased a home and there
are bills to pay.

This job, yeah. It’s not just me I’m thinking about
now. I have to think about my boyfriend and we want
to start a family. So, it’s not just me: it’s somebody
else too. But we’ve both made sacrifices.

day: you don’t know what you’re going to be doing
when you come in in the morning. I like that the most.
Emma is a 28-year-old who works in the disabilities field.
Her job commitment comes from the struggles she
encountered raising her own child who has a disability:

I enjoy helping families with disabilities. I’ve lived
the experience every day. Other professionals only
know from the textbook side. I think that makes a
huge difference when you understand what the
family is going through.
Committers are committed—for now. Over time, they may
find that their chosen work no longer fits new interests or
skills they have developed. Or it may simply be a case of
the job growing stale. Jacques, a 27-year-old engineer,
found himself in that very situation:

Now that I’ve been in the same job for three, four
years, I’m not sure if there’s any more room for growth.
Maybe I need to do something different. I’ve learned
everything I can for this job. Do I move somewhere
else within the company, or do I move to a different
company? I’ve hit that wall just recently, actually.

Others settle because financial security is more important
than work fulfillment. Sean is a 27-year-old who works as
an engineering technician with the military. He doesn’t
especially like his job, but he does like the lifestyle his job
affords him:

I don’t dislike my work, but I wouldn’t say I enjoy it.
It’s something I do. I guess there are people who take
a lot of enjoyment out of what they do for a living.
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Nothing Stays The Same
As you have been reading this chapter, did you
recognize your child in any of the descriptions?
Is he navigating; is she drifting? Has he
committed to a satisfying goal or settled for
what works in some sort of fashion?
The reality is, no matter where they are right at
the moment, there’s a good chance they won’t
be there for the long term. If they’re drifting
now, they may bump into an exciting possibility,
and suddenly they’ll be navigating towards it. If
they’re navigating now, they may be back
exploring their options if student debt or low
marks makes it impossible to follow their
original plans. If they are committed to their
career choice as a single person, they may have
to settle for “good enough” to support a family.

For me, this is a means to live my life the way I want
to. It allows me to be comfortable financially, to
pursue my hobbies, diving, volleyball, things I want to
do outside of work.
Still others settle because the thought of changing is so
scary. Dimitri, a 28-year-old, has no intentions of changing
his situation even though he harbours bigger dreams:

There tends to be a fair amount of turbulence in the
early years of adulthood as youth seek out new experiences, learn more about themselves, and adjust to
unfolding adult responsibilities. Over time, things usually
start to stabilize. As they approach their late-twenties,
most young adults have some idea about the direction in
which they are headed, even if they haven’t yet arrived at
their destination.

I cherish the idea of being an
oceanographer, a geologist, or that
type of thing. For now, it’s just
going to be off to the side. If I see
a road that goes down that way, I
might be tempted. But then again,
I’m mostly driven by my fears. What
happens if I lose my career? What
happens if I take this leap of faith
and I end up falling a couple
hundred feet on my nose?
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Chapter Three

Forces at Work
It’s been a big lesson in life that things don’t work out the way that you envision
and that’s not necessarily a bad thing. It’s just that you’re not always in charge.
S 27-year-old participant from Guelph
Yes, times have changed. Still,
does finding a place you can be
happy with have to be so complicated and drawn out? Why is my
neighbour’s kid focused and navigating towards a goal, while mine
is still drifting in the fog? What
makes the difference?

broader interests and abilities.
Those youth who are uncertain
about how their interests and
abilities might be applied are likely
to go through a prolonged process
of trial and error before they get
headed in the right direction.
As one 28-year-old put it:

A lot, as it turns out. There is a
lengthy list of variables that can
impact on a young adult’s ability
to mobilize a career into action.
Some relate to a person’s attributes, while others are completely
outside of their control. These
forces interact with one another in
complex ways and, for better or for
worse, they affect each of us in a
uniquely personal manner. We will
look at some of the most common
factors and how they either propel
or impede a young person’s progress down a career path.

What I needed was to have
conversations around what my
interests were and why they were,
and I wasn’t having those at all.
I think that made me take cues
from other people and watch how
other people were doing it, rather
than having someone ask me
about what I was doing and
what my interests were.

Self-Awareness
Self-awareness is the cornerstone of everything else that
follows when a young person is making decisions about
suitable training or career options. Without at least some
inkling of who he is, a young person is just groping in
the dark.
Most high school students only have a vague notion about
their interests and abilities, and they can get quite frustrated when you start quizzing them. They know the
specific things they like and don’t like to do, but they
usually have no concept of what that means in terms of

Clearly, having a sense of what makes
you tick puts a young person that much further ahead of
the game. Twenty-five-year-old Gerard might naturally have
followed the family tradition and become an engineer.
Instead, he used his “up close and personal” exposure
to the occupation to realize that his style of learning
didn’t jive with what was needed to be a successful
engineering student:

My father’s an engineer; my sister went into engineering;
a lot of my cousins went through engineering. My
strengths were not in chemistry, physics, and the higher
levels of mathematics, so engineering was not the path
that I was going to take. I knew [going to college] was
the direction I wanted to go because it wasn’t so
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theoretical. I wasn’t the most applied during high
school and sometimes I’d find it hard to get through all
my homework. Seeing what my sister was going
through at university, I could see that it wasn’t the
place for me. After going to the Open House at college
and seeing that the work was going to be more hands
on, I could see that it would be more interesting.

Education Credentials
As a general rule, there is something of a pecking order
when it comes to education and employment prospects.
University and college graduates tend to outpace high
school graduates and dropouts when it comes to getting a
job, earning more money, and having more career options
open to them. Those with occupationally-specific
credentials, such as dental hygiene or plumbing, have an
easier time getting career-related jobs than those graduating from liberal arts or general science programs. And
those with master’s and doctorate degrees have an edge
over bachelor’s degree holders if they want to rise to the
top of their professions.
However, as with all rules, there are exceptions. More
education does not guarantee your child’s work future, nor
is less education a recipe for unemployment. Enterprising
high school graduates can, and do, find success in the
business world. One 23-year-old entrepreneur told us:

I’m glad I never went to post-secondary education.
A lot of people spent more time doing that. While they
were in school, I was working full time. At the end,
I’m more ahead than they are.
Many graduates of general arts and science programs (and
their parents) are frustrated that their degrees aren’t easily
recognized in the work world. One 25-year-old expressed it
this way:

There is an impression that it’s just a stepping-stone,
it’s grade 13. I’ve often heard it referred to as that.
After I finished my BA, I was looking for a job and can
remember employers saying, “Oh, that’s just a BA. It
is basically the same as a high school diploma.”
There is some truth to this belief. But sometimes it is a
matter of young people having to better market their
transferable skills to employers, rather than relying on
their degrees to sell their case. Other times, bachelor-

degree holders need more time to work their way into
career-related positions within a company through entrylevel jobs. Ultimately, many undergraduates decide to
return to university to obtain graduate or professional
school degrees, or they go to college to get a workspecific credential in the skilled trades, technologies,
applied arts or health/human services areas.
Given the vantage point of time, few young people express
regret at having gone to university, even if their degrees
don’t point to a specific job. They appreciate the value of
their student years as a time when they had the opportunity
to grow up a bit, explore new experiences, and get some
clarity about the kind of person they want to become. They
also cherish the friendships they developed during those
years, many of which remain a vital part of their networks
into adulthood. On a practical level, liberal arts and general
science graduates do acquire marketable skills; Beyond the
subject matter they study (and remember or forget), they
also learn how to think, research, and communicate. Their
“soft” skills education adds value to any “hard” skills training or work situations they undertake in the future.

Exposure to a Range of Options
As they approach high school graduation, most young
people feel the pressure to choose a post-secondary education program. Unfortunately, many are lost about what to
do after graduation. Some opt for the path of least
resistance: they choose a school or program based on their
graduation marks or where their friends are going. Others
agree with what they think you want them to do or make a
choice just to get it over with. Typically, they don’t spend
much time considering the different types of training
institutions or programs and what might be most suitable.
One 25-year-old talked about his limited knowledge:
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I went to university. If there was another
choice, would I have taken it? Well who
knows, but I would have at least liked the
opportunity. They have directions to get to
university, but they don’t have directions to
anywhere else. Somehow we have to figure
out a roadmap to another place.
Many young people entering post-secondary
education don’t know much about the program
they have chosen—and that includes programs
that are occupationally-specific such as
nursing and carpentry. They don’t know about
the courses they will be required to take, the
amount of work that is involved, whether they
have the interest and aptitude to do well, or
whether they can handle college/university life
which can be vastly different from their high
school experiences.
Similarly, most students don’t know very much about the
vast array of occupations which exists in today’s labour
market. What they do know may be wildly inaccurate,
based on conventional stereotypes (the mousey librarian,
the nerdy accountant), or misinformation filtered through
one person’s experiences (“hot” jobs, “dead end” jobs).
Needless to say, the less young people know about the
range of opportunities available, the fewer options they
will consider and the more likely they’ll make mistakes.
Twenty-year-old Karla imagined herself working on public
service promotional campaigns when she landed an advertising agency job. Instead, she found her values being
severely tested when she was assigned to a plastic surgery
clinic account: “I ended up hawking fake boobs and vaginal reconstruction. I just realized that a lot of that career

would be convincing people to buy stuff I didn’t think
they needed.”
Young people who make satisfying education and career
choices tend to have experiences that expose them to the
realities of whatever it is they are considering. These experiences help them figure out where their interests and abilities lie and, just as importantly, what they don’t want to
do. One 28-year-old who works as a counsellor describes
how an early experience working with injured animals
turned her off veterinary medicine:

I had decided at a very young age that I was going to
be a veterinarian. I worked for a vet for a while when I
was in early high school and it was just a train wreck.
It was a good way to determine I didn’t want to do it.

Financing
Post-Secondary Education
Going to college or university is usually a good long-term
investment in a young person’s work future. But, in the
short haul, it’s not cheap. Some families are able to pay
part, or most, of their children’s education, but many
aren’t in a position to help.
A young person’s access to financial resources influences
their educational pursuits in many ways including when
they go, how long they go, what program they take, and
what institution they attend. For some young people, it
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affects whether they ever go—period. As one young
woman said, “Finances are probably the biggest barrier
because you make your decisions not based on what you
think is right, but what you can afford.”
Some young people who finance their own educations
postpone starting until they have saved enough to get
underway. Others combine their studies with part or fulltime jobs. Their challenge is to juggle competing responsibilities and maintain their marks. It can be devastating to
work so hard and then have poor grades force you to quit
before graduating or make you an uncompetitive candidate
for graduate or professional school.
As a student’s debt grows from year to year, there can be
some unpleasant lingering consequences. Some youth
decide they’ve had enough and leave before graduating—
in debt with no marketable credentials. Others stick it out,
but are forced to take the best-paying job, rather than the
most interesting, just to make their loan repayments. Still
others keep adding to their debt loads in the hopes that
more diplomas or degrees will increase their employability.
Or they want to continue but can’t, stymied by the weight
of their existing debt.

The Labour Market
It’s easy to become annoyed at your children’s apparent
inability to find a “good” job, to get out of the cycle of
part-time, low pay, going nowhere employment.
But the labour market can be fickle. In areas of the country
where the economy is slower, employers can demand, and
get, the best-educated, most-experienced worker. Your
adult child may have a tough time competing. Many
employers opt for a just-in-time workforce and are not
willing to commit to full-time permanent jobs. Your new
graduate may have no choice but to accept the anxiety of
casual hours, short-term contracts and few benefits, just
to get the experience. And, finally, depending on your
child’s degree or diploma, employers may not immediately
see the relevance of the credential to their business operations. Your child may take longer to find a promising
opening that fits his interests and develops his skills.
Sarah, a 23-year-old with a bachelor’s degree in psychology, is typical of a lot of new graduates:

I started working part time at the group home and I
was working at the mall too. Part way through the year,
I got really sick of going between the two employers. I
got double-booked at places despite my best efforts and
it got really stressful. I looked into other jobs and
discovered you might apply fifty places and get no calls,
unless it’s retail or something that isn’t very good money
and it’s not enjoyable and the hours aren’t very good.
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In robust economies, there is generally a greater choice in
jobs and better salaries. For young people graduating with
in-demand credentials, their job search may resemble “the
good old days” when employers competed with each other
to get the best workforce. It’s easy for young people to
assume that the streets are paved with jobs and everyone
will share in the prosperity.
The reality can be pretty disappointing. Twenty-sevenyear-old Claudia moved to Calgary figuring she’d cash in
on the boom times. She discovered something different:

You can’t expect to get into a job that is specifically
what you want right away. You have to start with something. I think it’s a big misconception that it’s all easy
going, so easy to get a job, easy to make lots of money.
It’s not. Living expenses are a lot higher, even though
you may be making more money. So it’s not easy.

Guidance and
Support from Others
Very few young people make career decisions entirely on
their own. Most need help connecting the dots between
what they like to do/are good at and what education
programs/occupations might match. Some talk to their
teachers or professors to get information on educational
programs and occupational options. Others seek advice from
parents, older siblings, family friends, or their own friends.
Many young people are deeply grateful for the emotional
support that loved ones, particularly parents, give them as
they falter or fly along their career pathways. Typical of
the type of support that young people receive is Angie, a
24-year-old, who relied on her family to help her make it
through her first year of university:

I had a terrible roommate in first year. My parents
were excellent, they would turn up on a week-night,
when I was in tears. They would come and get me and
bring me home on weekends. My boyfriend at the time,
now husband, would drop everything and turn up on
the drop of a hat if I needed him and would encourage
me in any way possible. And my brother too, I talked a
lot with my brother. He was one year ahead of me so
he’d been through everything before me. He was
incredibly supportive and helpful.
When it comes to more practical advice, many young
people find that parents give them vague guidance along
the lines of “do what interests you” or “do whatever it is
you want to do.” While well-intended, it’s not enough.
What young people really need is someone to bounce ideas
off and get feedback. They need the time and opportunity
to think about, talk through, and come to understand
what’s “out there” and what might fit them.
One 24-year-old described the process she used to help
clarify her thoughts:

It takes a long time to get things. When you say
something out loud, it becomes real. You actually
realize that I am thinking that. Now that I’ve said it
out loud, you know that makes sense or that’s a
ridiculous thing to think.
A 25-year-old recalled her mother helping her gather information and research education programs: “I remember my
mom getting the Dalhousie calendar. She would read about
different courses and really help me figure out what
sounded cool, what sounded interesting to me.”
On the flip side, one young woman spoke about how not
having that type of guidance from her parents affected her:

They weren’t going to tell me what to do, but that was
an issue for me. I needed someone to help me in the
right direction. Maybe that’s why I did my travelling
and working at different types of jobs for as long as I
did. I was trying to discover that for myself.
Even a minimal amount of guidance can make a major
difference. The young person considering becoming a
pilot might rethink her choice if she’s reminded that math
isn’t her strong suit. The “fashion plate” teenager may
re-evaluate landscape gardening when he realizes he’ll be
spending his working hours in rubber boots and muddy jeans.
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questions to ask. I don’t think the service was overly
accessible. The door was probably always open, but it
would have been nice if they had made more of an
effort to come to us. At that age, you’re kind of overwhelmed and don’t really know what’s going on.

Expectations and Messages

A number of young people we talked to were wistful about
how things might have been different. A common refrain
ran through their stories: “I wish that someone had told
me . . . I wouldn’t have wasted so much time. I wouldn’t
have had to bang my head against the wall.”
One might hope that guidance and career counsellors are
helping guide young people to make informed career decisions. Some do. Some don’t.
Karen had an ideal relationship with her guidance counsellor:

She was so welcoming. Right from the start she looked
at everything I did as so great and gave me suggestions as to where else I could volunteer. Without even
me asking, she was there to suggest different career
paths. She got me thinking about things I hadn’t even
gone to see her about. I probably saw her eight or
nine times. She got very personal, not to a point that
it was invasive, just she wanted to know where you
needed the help, how she could help.

Young people are bombarded with strong messages—
both spoken and implied—about what is acceptable and
expected in their education and career choices. Without
the benefit of knowing who they are and what they want,
many go along to get along.
The most common message that young people hear is that
they are expected to go on to college or university. One
24-year-old spoke about what happened in his high school
graduating class:

There were probably six people that their parents just
shoved them in there [into college] because they
needed to go to school. They dropped out, they didn’t
care, they didn’t get good grades. They had no idea
what they wanted to do, and their parents made them
choose something.

Victor, a 29-year-old, had the exact opposite experience
when he visited his guidance counsellor: “I found he was
kind of one-sided. He was just saying, ‘you should be an
engineer.’ That’s what he was pushing toward. I didn’t like
being pushed, so I stopped going.”
Many young people go through high school and postsecondary education without ever seeing a counsellor.
Andrea, a 27-year-old, summed up what many students
feel about a trip to the counselling office:

I knew that they were there and they could probably
help finding information about university or careers. I
don’t really understand why I didn’t go. At the time, it
was a bit intimidating; you don’t really know what
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Another message, re-enforced by teachers and guidance
counsellors, assumes that the grades a young person gets
in high school dictates the type of post-secondary education he will pursue. “Good” and even “average” students
are expected to attend university; “poor” students are
encouraged to go to college or directly into the workforce.
Perry, a 28-year-old who preferred hands-on learning, was
not given any options to consider:

I don’t know if it’s coming from a smaller school or
what. At the time, if you went into the pre-calculus
math class, then you were automatically supposed to
go to university. There was no talk of trades or any
other avenues at all. It was all “this is the way to go.”
Sometimes young people are expected to live out their
parents’ unrealized dreams. Shannon talked about how his
educational path was directed by his father’s past regrets:

I was born just before my dad was supposed to go to
university so he ended up opting out of going to take
care of my mom. It was sort of like, “well, I didn’t get
to go, so you’re going to go.” It’s never really been an
option that I was going to go, just a matter of for what.
It is heartening when a young person knows what he wants
to do. However, sometimes it pays for parents to temper
their enthusiasm. Some young people will make a decision
—any decision—just to stop the barrage of questions
they’re getting from family and friends about what they are
going to do with their future. It doesn’t necessarily mean
that a lot of thought has gone into the decision. Brigette, a
29-year-old, spoke about the stress she experienced to come
up with an “answer” to the question that wouldn’t go away:

The pressure to know what you’re going to do with the
rest of your life is pretty great. That’s the one question
that everyone kept asking me. I found that to be
almost debilitating because I didn’t know and everyone kept asking. I pretty much took the first job that
I was offered because I thought, if I had a job, then
that would be the answer. I wouldn’t have to answer
what I wanted to do with my life.
Once a young person moves into the working world, the
messages often shift over to “good” jobs and “stable”
jobs. Jacquie started as an administrative assistant with
an oil and gas company. She viewed it as a stopgap job
while she figured out what she really wanted to do. Her
parents viewed it differently:

One reason why I stayed longer was that my parents
were really excited about this job. They were saying,
“You could stay there for life. You could make this a
career. You could move up.” But I knew that it wasn’t
for me and I would hate my life.
At heart, most parents just want their children to do what
makes them happy. They want to be open and supportive
of their children’s decisions. But disapproval can start to
creep in when a young person’s choice is not compatible
with what parents think is acceptable. Danny related how
he felt coming up against his father’s bias:

I hate to pick on my dad, but the fact that he hates
lawyers always comes out. He’s like, “You don’t want to
be a lawyer, do you?” That just didn’t help. I was almost
ashamed to tell him that I wanted to go to law school.
Young people who want to pursue a career in the arts
seem to take the brunt of parents’ (and society’s) scepticism or outright disapproval. They struggle to convince
themselves and justify to others that the path they have
chosen is worthwhile. One young woman quipped, “People
love music, but they hate musicians.”
Going up against your parents’ wishes isn’t an easy thing
to do. Many, particularly those who are younger, bend
under the pressure. As one 25-year-old put it, “You’re only
seventeen, eighteen, you’re still a kid. You don’t even
know if you know how to say ‘no’ to your parents.”
When young people do get the courage to deviate from
their parents’ pre-made plans for them, they often seek the
support of friends or other family members, leaving their
parents in the dark until an alternate plan has been
worked out. That was Jonathan’s strategy when he made a
radical shift from university scholar to hair salon stylist:
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My father was a foreman; he didn’t want me having
a trade. He wanted me to have an education and
master’s program. The scariest thing ever was to go
against my parents’ wishes. I think I whispered to my
aunt, this is what I wanted to do, and she encouraged
me. Then she got hold of my older sister and we were
able to keep it low and not tell anyone. I wasn’t happy
for four years at university. I felt like I was treading
water and not going anywhere. But, as soon as I was
done university and able to take a course that I
wanted, that was the best part.
Pushing young people in directions they don’t want to go
frequently backfires and the consequences can be painful.
They perform poorly in their studies, are miserable in their
jobs and, generally, get waylaid in their efforts to discover
the path they really want to be on.

Chance Events
Most people’s careers don’t progress strictly on the basis of
hard work and good planning. An element of luck or accident usually crops up somewhere in the course of a
person’s life story. Anything out of the blue—a chance
meeting, an unexpected discovery, a timely break; a
misfortune, mistake or missed opportunity—can propel a
person’s career forward or throw it into a tailspin.
Young people routinely “fall into” education programs or
careers that they end up loving—or not. They meet people
who take them under their wing—or sabotage their
efforts. They fall in love, marry, and have kids of
their own. Along the way, they become inspired to
get serious about their futures—or despair that
time has run out and closed down their options.
Gabriela described the fluke that turned her career
direction on its head:

young person believes he is inherently “lucky.” Those who
understand that opportunity hides in unexpected places
are able to recognize and seize what others overlook.
While they remain open to the lucky break, they don’t rely
solely on good fortune to get them through all of life’s
situations. And when they hit a spate of misfortune, they
are able to rebound because they can tell the difference
between a temporary setback and an ultimate defeat.

There’s a Lot Going On
It’s pretty obvious that a lot of forces are swirling within
our children and through the terrain in which they travel.
How these forces will collide and how your child will deal
with them cannot be accurately predicted in advance.
You can’t assume that your child, favoured with good grades,
financial support from you, and a strong labour market to
enter upon graduation, will breeze effortlessly along her
career pathway. Similarly, the child who starts with fewer
advantages is not doomed to a second rate future. We all
know examples of people who have overcome significant
hurdles to emerge victorious, and others who have squandered their advantages and have little to show for them.
Whatever the starting point, for most young people the
picture starts to take focus over time through the successes
they achieve and the missteps they take. Sooner or later,
they discover a career pathway that feels right and makes
sense, one to which they can commit their energies. In our
final chapter, we will show you ways that you can help your
child acquire a career “global positioning system” that will
take some of the bumps and detours out of the journey.

I went to university and I picked the subject
that was all wrong for me. But, if I hadn’t
picked engineering, I certainly would have
never ended up as a chef on a yacht. I know
that it’s completely full of twists and turns, but
the friend who got me the job was a friend that
I met in engineering.
The role that happenstance plays in building a
career depends, in large part, on whether or not a
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Chapter Four

Becoming Your
Child’s Career Guide
Don’t have a plan for your kids before they have one for themselves.
S 23-year-old participant from Halifax
The young adults we spoke to recognized and appreciated
the tremendous amount of emotional and financial support
their parents gave them as they maneuvered along their
career pathways. What many wished they had received
more of was practical guidance and advice. These young
people thought that they would have had an easier, less
confusing time if someone had encouraged them to identify their interests and abilities, helped them to research
training programs and work opportunities, and guided
them in evaluating different options so that they could
arrive at appropriate decisions.

of suggestions that you can use to devise your own career
guiding approach that may work with your child.

Many of the young people acknowledged that their parents
probably felt ill-equipped to provide them with guidance.
Some felt that their parents didn’t want to influence their
decisions or appear to be meddling. Whatever the reason,
these young people felt that their parents opted to take a
hands-off approach and hope for the best.

You don’t need to be a trained counsellor or labour market
expert to assume the role of supportive career guide.
You have the benefit of your own life experiences and longstanding insight into your child that few others share.

Set the stage
Making career decisions is both a head and heart affair.
Your child may hold cherished dreams or deep apprehensions about his future (heart), but he doesn’t necessarily
know much about his options or how to sort through the
confusion to come to a decision (head).

Before we get into the nitty-gritty of career guiding
strategies, we want to set the groundwork for you being

Becoming your child’s career guide is not an
easy job. Your child is in that in-between
stage of emerging adulthood. Sometimes he
will be fiercely independent; other times he
will feel insecure and overwhelmed. As your
child’s career guide, you will need to strike
that fine balance between being helpful
and being a hindrance. And that can be a
moving target, depending on what your
child thinks he needs and his willingness
to listen to what you have to say.
We are assuming that you don’t possess
telepathic powers to detect precisely what
your child needs and when she needs it. We
are therefore presenting you with a number
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able to establish a receptive climate with your child, one
in which she feels free to engage in non-judgmental career
discussions with you.

Manage your
expectations/messages.

Put your child at the centre of all career exploration
activities: It’s your child’s career and life. You may share
many similarities, but you aren’t clones. What you want for
your child may not be what he wants for himself. Your task
is to guide, not dictate, the pathway he follows.

Parents want their children to be happy. They also want
them to be successful. Young people want the same things.
Conflict can arise when parents define success differently
from their children, or when parents’ push for tangible
results takes priority over other considerations. As one
young person told us, “The things I was interested in
weren’t okay; the things that were okay didn’t interest me.”

Watch and listen to your child: A lot of valuable information comes your way through casual observations and
conversations that often have nothing whatsoever to do
with careers. Hints about your child’s interests and
personal strengths emerge through her everyday activities
and interactions with you and her world.
Give your perspective, but don’t be dismissive: Fledgling
thoughts can be easily trampled down. You can discuss the
pluses and pitfalls of your child’s career notions without
rejecting his ideas outright.
Career planning isn’t a one-shot deal: Self-awareness
comes gradually with experiences and exposure to different
opportunities. It can’t be rushed just because a college
application deadline is looming. In the long run, your
child will be further ahead if she takes the extra time to
make sure her choices are good for her.
Recognize when it’s time to prod: Your child may be shy,
unconfident or scared. You may need to get more actively
involved by making contacts, gathering information, or
reminding him to follow through on his intentions. Once
your child gets into gear, however, it’s time to back off.
Be open to change: Just because your child comes to a
career decision that appears sound doesn’t mean that
things won’t change. Recognize that decisions made in the
early years of adulthood are based on the information
that’s available at the time. That may or may not be an
accurate or complete picture. For most parents, it’s probably safest to expect that there will be revisions to the
original plan as your children become more aware of themselves and the adult world they’ve entered.

Depending on your definition of success, you may be
consciously or unconsciously sending loud messages to
your child about what educational and occupational
choices meet the criteria. How do you stop yourself from
doing something you may not even know you’re doing?
A starting place is to realize that, despite what you may
think, your opinions hold a tremendous amount of influence
over your children’s actions. As one 24-year-old commented:

It’s funny how much power parents really have.
Of course, children act like they don’t, especially when
you’re eighteen, but approval and support really count
for so much.
Another way is to think back to when you were your
child’s age. Were your parents pushing you to make career
choices before you were ready, or to choose something you
had no interest in? Did you go against their wishes, or
bend to the pressure? Are you still in a career field not of
your own choosing and, if so, how does that feel?
Asking yourself some soul-searching questions about your
career beliefs is also helpful. Do you value a college education differently from university? What do you actually

Now you have some idea of the mindset needed to be an
effective career guide to your child. It’s time to move on
to specific strategies.
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know about the training that is offered at each type of
institution and the types of jobs that graduates find? Are
certain occupations more acceptable than others? Why?
One young woman offered this advice to parents:

Be very open-minded, not go with the stereotypical
belief that a college diploma is so much less worthwhile
compared to a university degree. Try to be educated on
the options that are out there.
If you discover you are partial to your child pursuing
certain options over others, what’s behind that? Do you
hope that your child will follow your career path or do
something even “better”? Are you afraid that your child
will end up, as one young person told us, “living in a cardboard box?” Do you have leftover disappointments for a
career goal that you didn’t achieve? In other words, are
your feelings springing out of concern for your child, or
are some of them for your own benefit? One young person
expressed it this way:

One of the best things you can do is not try to make
them live your dream. Stop and think about the advice
you’re giving your children. Am I giving them this
advice because it’s going to help, or because I regret
something?
You may not be able to stop the tape running through
your head when you see your child talking about or taking
off in a direction that worries or displeases you. You can,
however, choose ways to act on your feelings that are
helpful, rather than detrimental. Offering your point of
view on the plan or suggestions for improving the plan is
fine. Telling them what they should do is not. As one
young person put it: “Be there to guide, not push. It’s
more open, free flowing, more of your own choice.”
How do you know when you’ve stepped over the line from
suggesting to pushing? Again, our young people speak:

I guess the balance would be, your child would tell
you, “Enough, Mom.” After so many times, if your son
or daughter says, “I don’t want to do it,” then you
need to take a step back and say, “okay.”

Recognize if your
child is not ready for
post-secondary education.
Many high school graduates wander off to college or university before they are academically or emotionally ready.
Others don’t know why they’re going, but they go anyway.
Sophie, a 28-year-old, described her decision-making
process: “I went to university because Sue went, and Jen
went because I went, and Suzanne went because she didn’t
know what else to do.”
For many young people, going to college or university too
soon can be a waste of time and money. For others who
bomb out, their poor grades prevent them from getting
into other programs once they have finally made up their
minds. Chris, a 25-year-old, reflected on his educational
experiences:

If I could do it again, would I go straight from high
school to university? Without a doubt, not. I wasn’t
ready. You spend $40,000 on university. I didn’t get
my $40,000 worth of university.
Kenneth Gray, a professor of Workforce Education, offers
the following “wake-up calls” that may help parents recognize that their high school student is not ready for postsecondary education.

Obvious wake-up calls
• Poor grades
• Lack of career direction
• Not liking to read
• Requiring close parental supervision
to complete homework
• Skipping classes
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• Not graduating with their class
• Trouble with the law, drugs

Not so obvious wake-up calls
• Evasive about plans after high school
• Never getting around to filling out
post-secondary education applications
• Having parents fill out applications
• Applying only to schools where friends are going
• Showing no interest in visiting college
or university campuses
Many parents are anxious to have their high school graduate enrolled in a post-secondary program, any postsecondary program, by the time September rolls around.
They want a safety net for their child—and themselves.
They want to know where their child is and that something
productive is happening. They worry that, if their child
doesn’t go to college or university immediately after
graduation, or if he doesn’t keep going once he starts,
that he never will.
Most parents needn’t be so worried on that account. Young
people know that they need (and most want) to get a
post-secondary education—at some point. Twenty-fiveyear-old Aaron was typical of a lot of young people who
want a break before they plunge into more studies.

I did feel like I would go to school in some capacity. I
wasn’t sure what that would be or when it would be. I
was really not in a hurry. I was just happy to be done
high school, felt like an adult, I wanted to explore the
world. I felt like high school wasn’t real life, that I
wanted to start living real life, whatever that was.
Perhaps your child isn’t ready for the challenge of postsecondary education just yet. Is there some middle ground
between “warehousing” her at university and letting her
drift? One way is to help her identify a worthwhile way to
spend her time-out. A worthwhile activity can be anything
that helps your child mature a bit, learn more about
herself, gain confidence, and figure out what she wants to
do. Some youth choose to sign up for “gap year” programs
like Canada World Youth or Katimivik. But, it’s not always
necessary to leave home to grow up. Some youth use their
time out productively by volunteering for a meaningful
cause, taking an interesting entry-level job, upgrading
their high school marks, or taking a college/university
course to test the waters.

For some youth, taking any job is all it takes to give them
breathing space to focus on the value of getting an education. After first year university, Sheila took two years off to
work as a nanny. She described the difference that the time
out made to her attitude when she went back to her studies:

I did a lot better because I was enjoying what I was
doing. I was older and mature and I didn’t care so
much about the partying anymore. Everyone’s
different, but I needed to get it out of my system.
Having two years of fun and not worrying about school
because I’d go to school in my pyjamas. I didn’t know
what was going on.

Encourage your child to
explore, experience, experiment.
The single most profitable career exploration activity a
young person can undertake is to gain as many different
experiences as possible. Short of time travelling to the
future, it is only through encountering different experiences that a young person can learn for sure what holds
his interest, what he is capable of doing, and what career
options have the potential for being personally fulfilling.
High school and post-secondary students frequently use
coursework to get some sense of their academic interests
and abilities. But out-of-classroom experiences add an
entirely different dimension by exposing young adults to
people, places, and possibilities that are, for the most
part, unknown to them. Unfortunately, many students are
not proactive when it comes to seeking out hands-on
experiences and contact with “real world” options. A
golden opportunity for exploration and discovery is lost.
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through university, college, art school, travel, work,
or whatever. I think a lot of the time parents emphasize post-secondary education where that might not be
a good fit, instead of really listening to what it is that
their child wants to do.
A large part of career exposure happens unintentionally
when young people are busily going about their lives.
Virtually any activity—no matter how improbable—has
the potential of revealing a new perspective on the career
picture. Robin, a 27-year-old, recounted how playing
Ultimate Frisbee opened his eyes:
You can encourage your child to use her school years,
vacation breaks, and time-outs to try new experiences
and connect with people of different ages, backgrounds,
occupations, and viewpoints. Prompt her to try any of the
following activities:
• Explore co-op placements, work experience opportunities, or internships that are part of the curriculum.
• Seek summer or part-time jobs that relate to her
program of studies—even if it means taking a pay cut.
• Become active in school organizations and clubs to
explore her interests in such areas as leadership,
journalism, recreation, social activism, drama, fundraising, or event organizing.
• Take elective courses or choose school projects where
she may be exposed to different subject matter.

When I first started playing, I was 21. I’d be playing
with 27-year-olds and 35-year-olds. All my friends were
between 20 and 23 at university. It was nice to meet
people who had already gone to university and had
careers. I was like, “this guy’s a lawyer, but he’s no
happier than I am” or “he doesn’t have anything that I
want.” Then it was like, “maybe lots of people out there
don’t like their careers, don’t like what they’re doing.”
Robin didn’t receive any specific educational or career
choice advice from rubbing shoulders with these “older”
Frisbee fanatics. What he was given was a glimpse into
how careers unfold and a valuable lesson that career
pathways are not always smooth sailing even when they
seem that way from the outside.

• Travel to learn another language, appreciate diversity,
or work in an unfamiliar culture.
• Join a cause that’s personally meaningful; volunteer for
sports, cultural, education, or social/health service
programs in the community.
Through these real-world experiences, young people are able
to test their interests and abilities in practical scenarios
such as working in teams, critical thinking/problem solving,
community service, research, writing, public speaking, data
analysis, computer applications, and project planning.
Chantal, a 25-year-old, talked about the value of getting
experiences through whatever avenues might present
themselves:

In terms of narrowing down the career aspect, I think
that comes in time. The more you age, the more you
know yourself with the experiences you have. So
encourage young people to go out and get their
experiences, wherever that might be. It might be
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Young people can also benefit from hearing about the
high points and hiccups of their parents’ career journeys.
Carly, a 23-year-old, came from a professional family.
She was feeling discouraged when she didn’t get into graduate school until her parents shared their early career
experiences with her:

It helped a lot to know that they weren’t always so
sure in their path or that it took them a while to get
there. Because they’re close to retiring, it seemed so
effortless. In reality, my dad applied to med school
two or three times, my mom was going to do a
different type of medicine, but changed because of my
dad. So I was like, “I’m going to be okay.”
See: Volunteering Isn’t Doing
Something for Nothing

Help your child connect
their interests and abilities
with career possibilities.
Clues to what your child wants in the future are often evident
in the things she is doing right now. As a parent, you’re in
an ideal position to observe the activities she’s involved in
and notice where her natural talents and interests lie. Over
time, you will begin to detect that common patterns of
interests keep appearing. She may choose physical activities
over ones that require her to sit still; he’s happiest watching
the Discovery Channel; her mind has an enterprising bent as
she arranges yard sales and canvasses for the school walk-a-

thon; he has a “big heart” that is always looking out for the
seniors and little kids in the neighbourhood.
On the other side of the coin, your child probably doesn’t
hold back when it comes to showing you what does not
hold any appeal. Cracking the books, doing dirty jobs, being
thrust into the limelight, or staying organized can be agony
for the child who is not wired along those lines. You’ve
probably already experienced push-back when you’ve tried
to prod her in a direction she’s not comfortable going in.
Your child likely hasn’t done much thinking about why he
likes/dislikes the things he does, let alone what that
means in terms of future career prospects. Your role as
detective/decoder can be indispensable. You can help your
child uncover his innate preferences and aptitudes and to
begin to imagine what career possibilities might dovetail.
One of our young people talked about how he wished his
mother had been more observant and involved in discussions like this with him:

It would have been helpful if she paid more attention
to the fact that I really didn’t know what I wanted to
do in school, or that I didn’t really care about school
that much. I think, if we had more conversations
about what my classes were like, what I was interested
in, then she would have had a better idea that I could
be interested in this or that.
But beware: nothing shuts a career conversation down
faster with a young person than an interrogating question
like, “What are you going to do when you graduate?” You
will need to bide your time, use stealth, and maintain a
light-handed approach as you gather and decipher career
“intelligence” on your child.
We’ve described in detail how you can go about sleuthing
and deciphering in Decoding Your Child’s Interests, but
basically it involves paying attention to what your child
likes/dislikes doing and gently asking questions to clarify
what it is about those activities that she finds so
enjoyable. The ultimate goal is for you and your child to
come up with many different options that would allow her
interests, personality, and ability to shine through in the
career choices she makes.
It may seem convoluted and counter-intuitive to generate
multiple scenarios when you want your child to narrow his
focus and make a concrete decision. But, since there are
literally thousands of occupations in the labour market,
young people can't be expected to know about all the
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options that might be promising. They need the opportunity to discover the many possibilities that are out there
and to figure out which options might fit them the best.
Good self-awareness does not come with one serious sitdown two months before graduation. It comes in snippets
at a time: watching your child interact with his friends; a
five-minute chat in the car en route to soccer practice;
casual supper conversations when the day’s events are
being recounted; bumping totally by accident into something or someone fascinating. Each “aha” moment is
another piece of the puzzle that gradually starts to form a
more complete picture of who your child is.
This informal approach sends a powerful message to your
child. It says that you are interested, but you’re not going
to be interfering. It says that you believe that exploring
the career question is important, but arriving at the
“Answer” will come in time. Your child will feel like she
can relax and keep coming to you to bounce around new
ideas and seek your input.

See: Career Coaching Your Teen: Listening to Hear
Helpful Career Coach Questioning
Decoding Your Child’s Interests

Guide your child’s exploration
of education options.
Your child may be in the dark about what to do after high
school graduation. Or maybe he thinks he has it all figured
out. Either way, it pays not to take anything for granted.
You can help your child investigate different programs and
institutions to make sure he (and you) knows what he’s
getting into. This includes details about the academic
program itself, location and size of institution, cost of
attending, extracurricular activities offered, and employment prospects after graduation.
As much as possible, try to be a co-researcher with your
child. Many of the young adults we spoke to mentioned
they could have benefited from some research assistance.
If your child is in high school and is shy or self-conscious,
she may not know where to begin when it comes to
running down information on training programs. One
28-year-old advised parents to be proactive:

Fill out the steps because eighteen-year-old kids aren’t
going to do the research. If you want to have that
conversation, parents should be more active in finding
out information for their kids. At that age, you don’t
look and you don’t research, you don’t have the skills
to do it.
There are a number of ways that you and your child can
gather the information you both will need to consider.
Try some of the following:
• Read college/university calendars and visit websites.
• Attend campus Open Houses/information sessions
or conduct your own campus tours; go with your child
to make sure all of his (and your) questions are
answered and to gauge his reaction to what he’s
hearing/seeing.
• Talk to admissions staff, campus counsellors,
and faculty—either during the tour or afterward to
get additional information.
• Get feedback from current and past students and from
employers of graduates to get the finer details
on the school, its programs, and its graduate
employment reputation.
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• Research a variety of institutions/programs so you
and your child don’t overlook an option that might be
a good fit.
Make sure your child understands the information she is
gathering. Does she know what courses she’ll be taking?
Do they interest her? Does she have the academic background to succeed in the program? Does the program lead
to the career goal she has in mind? Does she have a goal
in mind, or is school a nice refuge for a few years?
Helping your child evaluate the relative merits of the
choices he is considering is part cheerleader, part inquisitor. You don’t want to reject any option outright as being
outlandish, but you do want to know that your child has
seriously thought about what’s involved and whether he’s
up to it. One 24-year-old suggested how to be helpful and
questioning at the same time:

Try to support as much as you can. At the same time,
if you know of any cons, speak about it openly. A lot
of times a kid won’t know how hard it is. They think
they want to be a gym teacher because they like
sports, but you have to do that undergrad, you know,
kinesiology, which can be challenging for some people.
Parents and their children don’t always think of education
as being another consumer product (until it’s too late).
Part of your evaluation should include getting beyond the
institution’s “sales pitch” to decide what the best value is:
what does it cost, what will your child get in return, is
that what your child needs/wants?
Having thoroughly researched the different options, you
will feel more comfortable knowing your child is making an
informed decision—one that suits him both academically
and personally.

See: Your Child: Education After High School

They may have no idea of their earning power upon graduation and how debt repayment will impact their career and
lifestyle choices for years to come.
As the person who may be contributing in whole or in part
to this educational venture, you want to encourage your
child to make fiscally informed decisions. This includes
becoming aware of:
• the total cost of their education (not just tuition fees)
• basic budgeting and economizing strategies
• types of jobs and typical entry level salaries available
to someone graduating with their chosen degree or
diploma
• sources of student financial assistance (loans, bursaries,
scholarships) for which they might be eligible

Teach your child fiscal finesse.
Typically, young people have not had much practical experience with large scale money management issues. If they
are living away from home for the first time, they may
have no experience with budgeting and little notion about
the costs associated with maintaining their own residence.
They may never have considered to what degree their
student debt will mount over the duration of their studies.

• different educational pathway scenarios including:
postponing education until some savings have been
accrued, beginning studies on a part-time basis while
holding down a part or full-time job, and starting one’s
education at a lower-priced college and transferring
credits later to a university program.
The point of this exercise is not to dissuade your child
from taking a particular program or incurring a substantial
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student debt, but rather to make the decision from a position of knowledge.
If your child intends to combine work with school, you
will also want to discuss what effect that juggling act
will have on her academic performance, and at what point
does work become unacceptably detrimental to her success
as a student.
Young people can have the misperception that student
loans are “free” money. They need to know what monthly
loan repayments they will be responsible for making, as
well as the financial implications of leaving school before
graduating or moving from full-time to part-time student
status. Many of those who don’t find themselves scrambling to make their loan payments or dodging phone calls
from the banks. 25-year-old Simon recounted the distress
his ignorance of the student loan system caused him:

Student loans are pesky. I was going to part time
instead of full time and I wasn’t eligible for loans
because part-time students aren’t eligible. I didn’t
know that I had to be paying them back. So, then I
got into a kafuffle and ended up having to pay them
back while I went to university and paid for myself. I
wish I would have known that the provincial and
Canadian student loans are different. When you
communicate with one, it doesn’t mean you’re communicating to another. That caused me a lot of grief.
I didn’t understand the difference between the two.

Challenge your child to
become “occupationally literate.”
Your child may think he knows exactly what he’s going to
do, or he may not have started to figure it out yet. Either
way, it’s likely he will need some help researching different
occupations to find out what the work is really like, what
it takes to enter the field, and whether any of the options
he’s considering is something he wants to do.
There’s no end of occupational information produced by
professional associations, industries and companies, or
available through computer-based career guidance programs.
These resources are good starting points. The problem is,
there are a lot more occupations than are ever written about
and, with those that are described, you only get a barebones
impression of what the occupation is really like.

The best occupational information comes from people
connected with the career field. As a parent, you can help
your children explore career options in the following ways:
• Encourage them to attend job fairs and career presentations, organized at their school or in the community.
Go with them if it’s a public event.
• Suggest they talk to a favourite teacher or instructor
about educational specializations and current trends in
the field.
• Urge them to take advantage of any work experience
programs that are associated with their studies. Many
young people find industry work placements invaluable
in helping them focus on an area of specialization or
expand their awareness of the breadth of work opportunities in a career field.
• Introduce them to family, friends or work colleagues
who have careers that are of interest. Talking to people
working in an occupation is an important way of
learning about the pros and cons of that occupation.
Making the initial contact for your child is helpful,
but encourage your child to ask the fact-finding
questions himself.
• Discuss current events with them. The one constant is
that the work world keeps changing. Economic, technological, political, and social developments all impact
the creation and demise of occupations. Your children’s
ability to ride the crest of change will depend on their
being able to understand what’s happening and make
adjustments throughout their working lives.
Your child’s understanding of an occupation may contain
crucial gaps or fantastical distortions. This can be
particularly true when it comes to the realities of entry
level work and what it takes to reach the levels of
responsibility that your child may have in mind. Twentyfour-year-old Lesley spoke about her naiveté concerning
the way the world worked:
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See:
Investigate—Don’t Eliminate—
Your Career Options
Access Your Allies: Using Your Network
Information Meetings:
Career Conversations with a Pro
Information Meeting Notes

I thought that I was going to get out of high school and
work, then go travelling, then maybe go to university
and then get this great global job in the World Trade
Organization or the UN. You have these crazy ideas in
your head. Then you get out there and realize that these
things are attainable, but you have to work to get it.
If you want to become a diplomat, you’re going to have
to have been in the government and accomplished other
things first. How many 20-year-old diplomats, even
30-year-olds do you see? Most of them are 40 or 50.
Just as you would co-research education programs with
your child, you will want to take an active role in helping
him evaluate the information he is collecting. Does he
understand how well (or if) the work requirements fit his
interests, abilities, and personality? Does he realize the
steps he may have to take to reach his ultimate goal?
Your child may be considering a career choice that makes
you shudder. Without over-reacting, you can carefully
question, offer your observations, and hopefully give your
child a broader perspective to think about. Vanessa, a 24year-old, provided this advice for parents:

If somebody comes to you with a dream, even if you
think it’s ludicrous or they’ll never make a living, don’t
just squash it. Hear them out and then talk about the
practicalities. Ask them, do you have a plan of how to
achieve it? If they’ve thought it out well enough and
thought about how they could make a living of it, I think
it deserves to be heard and ultimately it’s their choice.

Encourage your child to
visit the school Career Centre.
Most high schools and post-secondary institutions have a
counselling office or Career Centre. A lot of students don’t
know this and even fewer seek out their assistance. Each
centre is somewhat different, but the following are some
of the services they may offer:
• academic and personal counselling and study
skills assistance
• career advising
• workshops on career planning, student success, job
search, resume writing, and interview preparation
• on-campus recruiting, employer presentations,
and Career Fairs
• print and website resources on education,
occupational, and employment options
• information on internships, co-op/work experience
programs, summer job listings, and student
financial assistance.
Your high school child may think the counselling office is
just for students having academic or personal problems, or
she may be too intimidated to see a counsellor for career
advice. Your post-secondary child may think the Career
Centre is for graduates looking for work. Try to persuade
your child to make an initial visit to the counselling/
career centre early in her student life, just to become
acquainted with the staff, resources, and services. When
she does need career assistance, she may feel more
comfortable going to ask for help.
Parents often hope that the counsellor can administer a
test to their children that tells them what careers would
be best for them. Many high schools do have computerbased career guidance programs where students complete
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interests and abilities and what other occupations
might suit her better.
If your young adult completes some type of
career assessment and can’t make heads or tails
of the results, this could be an opportunity for
you to engage in career conversations with him
similar to what we’ve described in Decoding
Your Child’s Interests. By asking clarifying
questions, listening carefully for clues, and
brainstorming options that might mesh with
your child’s interests and personality, you may be
able to accomplish what the career assessment
set out to do.

interests and abilities questionnaires and a list of occupations is generated that relates to the personal qualities the
student has identified. There are benefits to using an
assessment tool like this as a starting point. It is fast,
frequently fun, and can get a young person started
thinking about options.
However, there are a number of significant limitations to
career assessments that parents should be aware of. First
off, no test can include all the occupations that exist in
today’s labour market so, at best, your child will only be
exposed to a small sampling of the options that could be
considered. Secondly, many young people are frustrated by
the list of occupations that is generated. They can appear
to be “wacky” to your child, like dolphin trainer or funeral
director, or they can bear no resemblance to how your
child sees herself. The impressions of one young man who
took a career-interest test in high school are fairly typical:

It said that I liked working with people and that I
should be a firefighter. That would have been great,
but it’s kind of stereotypical. Working with people: I
could have been a team manager, I could have been a
social worker, I could have been so many different
things. But it went ding, firefighter.
The biggest drawback of career testing, however, is that it
is frequently done in isolation. The list of occupational
choices is produced, but there’s no one to help your child
make sense of the results. Why did those occupations show
up? What do they have to do with me? If there’s nothing
on the list that appeals to your child, she’s likely to scrap
the entire test as being utterly useless. In fact, there could
have been some value in the results, if someone had
explained what those occupations suggested about her

You may decide to pay to have your child go
through a career planning process with a private career
counsellor/coach or an on-line assessment service. These
services may use such respected assessment tools as the
Strong Interest Inventory or the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator which are indisputably superior to generic career tests.
However, the same advisory holds. Any test reveals only a
small piece of the puzzle that makes up your child and
only a finite number of occupations are suggested. Unless
someone who knows what the tests mean is available to
interpret for your child, the results may be limiting and
even frustrating.

Support your children
throughout their
post-secondary training.
Guiding your child’s educational choices doesn’t end when
they hit the campus or you write the cheque for the first
tuition instalment. Throughout their academic lives,
students keep testing out their interests and abilities.
As they succeed (or fail) in the courses they take, are
involved in school or extracurricular activities, or talk with
friends and faculty, they are exposed to new ideas and
experiences. Inevitably, some will discover that they chose
the wrong program or they’ll find another one they like
better. Even those who enter college or university with a
definite plan may be drawn to different options.
It can be quite stressful for you to watch as your child
switches majors, programs, or even schools time and time
again. You see money going down the drain and no light
at the end of the tunnel. As the parent of a college or university student, you will need to continue in your role as
sounding board. You’ll want to stay in the loop on how
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decision? Is there a back-up plan if he’s not accepted? Will
he be able to emotionally rebound and carry on if Choice
#1 doesn’t work out?

Parting Words
We know we’ve loaded you with a lot to consider. By now,
you’re probably thinking that being a career guide to your
child is another full-time job. Not everything we’ve said
will apply to you, or at least not right away, and much
depends on the age of your child and where she is along
her career pathway.
Your relationship with your child may also dictate whether
or not you can do some of the things we have suggested.
You may not feel comfortable taking on certain roles.
That’s fine. Do what you can. Work with what you’ve got.
Some things are beyond your control. You can’t fix the
labour market. You can’t make your child brilliant if he’s
not. You can, however, be there for your child.
• Be available and ready to really listen.
• Be curious about your child’s ideas, not openly
disapproving.
• Be ready to share your experiences and insights, but
don’t expect your child’s pathway to look like yours.
your child’s studies are going and what she’s enjoying
(or not).
If problems start to surface, you’ll want to determine if
she’s going through a temporary rough patch, struggling
with a serious educational mismatch, or dealing with
personal issues. It’s only by being in-the-know that you
will be able to decide how best to be supportive and what
type of advice and assistance will be most helpful.
Many young people are forced to return to school to
improve their job marketability. Others have always aimed
for graduate or professional school. Even though your child
may be in his mid-20s, he will still need you in his corner,
backing him up. You may naturally assume that, by this
time, your child has researched his options and knows
where he is headed. Not necessarily. The same probing/
clarifying line of questioning you used when he was
younger may be required. Questions like: Where is this
additional credential taking him? Is it connected to a
realistic career goal, or is it stalling from making a

• Be willing to help your child find and use career information, but don’t do all the work for him.
• Be supportive of your child trying out different experiences, even if it means she makes some “mistakes.”
• Be involved in helping your child make informed decisions, but support him in whatever he decides to do.
• Be prepared to help your child deal with setbacks, but
give her the opportunity to get back on track herself.
• Be open to your child changing his mind.
• And, last but not least, Believe in your child: believe
that she is capable of making good decisions and,
given time and experience, she will find her place.
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See: Some Final Thoughts

Resources for Parents
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HIGH FIVE MESSAGES FOR PARENTS
Change is Constant
Occupations come, go and change.
People change too. It is no longer realistic to expect that a young person will
choose an occupation, train for it, and
do that sort of work for the rest of
their lives. Young people must still
plan for their futures, but they can no
longer afford to plan with a rigid
mindset (“I’ve made a decision, now
that’s settled”).
Real career resilience lies in being
adaptable in the face of change. Youth
need to learn to expect there will be
change. They need to become conscious of the changes that are going
on all around them. And they need to
be able to recognize and seize opportunities that come their way—many
purely by accident or chance.

Follow Your Heart
If change is constant, the heart is relatively stable. Heart refers to the qualities—interests, values and personality
traits—that make you you. Academic
qualifications and technical skills will
take you down the road, but heart
puts you on the right road to begin
with. And heart keeps you on the road
when the going gets tough.
The trick is, to follow your heart, you
have to know your heart. That’s a tall
order to fill for an 18-year old just
graduating from high school. Most
young people simply haven’t had
enough life experiences to know with
any confidence who they are and
where they’re headed.
As a parent, you are in an ideal
position to observe and nurture your

children’s interests and inclinations.
You can urge your children to seek out
interesting activities—in school and
out—and to encourage them to give
everything they do their best shot. You
can initiate casual career conversations
with your child around their areas of
interest: what they like (and don’t)
about an activity and what else they
could do to get more exposure to
those things they love.
Even youthful enthusiasms that seemingly have no relevance to the work
world hold tantalizing clues to your
child’s inner leanings. That fashion
maverick, sports extremist or rock star
wannabe at home is demonstrating
preferences that can be expressed in a
variety of legitimate work roles.

Focus on the Journey
Even many adults would say that their
careers in recent years have looked
more like a winding road than a straight
stretch of highway. Since we can’t be
sure what our ultimate destination will
be, we might as well get the most out of
the side trips along the way.
For youth starting out, it’s not so much
a case of them not thinking about
their futures, as it is that future is
fuzzy, even formidable. A challenge
for parents is to resist the temptation
to have their children zero in too
quickly on a single occupational choice
before they’ve had a chance to find
out “what’s out there.”
Before youth can make reasonable
decisions, they need to see the many
possibilities, not the narrow choices. It’s
a case of, if you can’t see it, you can’t be

it. Youth need to learn more about different work and training options, ones
they never even imagined existed. They
need to have experiences so they have
some way of discovering what “fits”
them. And, most importantly, they need
to see pathways: “What can I do now to
get to the next step?” “How do I get
from here to there?”
Parents can play a pivotal role in
helping their children maneuver
through that IN BETWEEN stage
between Here and There. You can help
your children make sense of how their
various experiences connect to options
in the “real” world and how certain
themes keep cropping up in the things
they are drawn to. You can guide and
support the many smaller decisions
your children are making every day
because career building doesn’t come
from one Big Decision. It is the result
of many little decisions made over time.

Stay Learning
In and out of school, young people are
always learning. They are learning in
their school courses and extra-curricular
activities, for sure. But they also learn
through volunteer and part-time jobs,
pastimes and hobbies, clubs and
organizations, sports and recreational
activities, and through commitment
to pursuits that interest them.
Parents play an important role in
encouraging their children to pursue
any opportunity to learn new skills,
gain new knowledge, or learn something new about themselves. A
“lasting gift” parents can give their
children is feedback and credit: for
jobs well done, efforts made, responsibilities upheld, difficulties overcome,
and lessons learned. Children who feel

they are competent to handle their
immediate world are more apt to seek
out new experiences that push the
envelope and test new waters. Equally
important is helping your children
make sense of their learning experiences and to reinforce the connections
between what they have learned and
how that learning applies to different
career directions. Along the way, your
children will learn more and more
about themselves, and they will
become more confident to think
about the big picture of their future.

Access Your Allies
Everyone needs help to build and
sustain a career at some point along the
way. Sometimes that help is information
or advice; sometimes it is practical
assistance (a loan, a job lead), and
sometimes it is a sympathetic ear.
As a parent, you have probably helped
your children in many of these ways
throughout their childhood. As a
career coach, this role expands.
You have an established network of
friends and acquaintances who have
their own networks of friends and
acquaintances. You are in an excellent
position to introduce your children
to people in these ever-radiating
circles who can give them reliable
information or sound advice. You can
also help your children realize that
they too have a network of contacts
that have, and will continue, to give
them valuable support. Encourage
your child to see that investing time
in maintaining healthy relationships
(allies) could be one of their biggest
career building boons.

VOLUNTEERING ISN’T DOING
SOMETHING FOR NOTHING
We all know that volunteering has a positive impact on our communities. But did
you know that it can have many career benefits as well?
Meet interesting people. Volunteering brings together a variety of people. It expands your child’s circle of contacts and connects them with people they might
never otherwise meet. While sharing the workload for a cause they believe in,
your children are also sharing in the lives of those with whom they come in
contact. People who take a personal interest in your child are more likely to offer
information, support and connections that can be useful as they navigate their
career path.
Enhance resumes. Employers are interested in having a complete picture of
applicants. Your child’s volunteer life provides hands-on experience and examples
of their character, commitment and interests. Volunteering can also help your
child build a career portfolio in the form of references, skills training certificates,
performance appraisals, awards, news clippings, etc.
Learn new skills. Some organizations provide training for their volunteers in
preparation for the work they will be doing. In addition to the technical skills and
knowledge needed for the particular job, your child also develops personal
management skills that are useful in all workplaces: the ability to work as part of
a team, show up on schedule, handle responsibilities, solve problems, etc.
Expand horizons. Volunteering gives your child the chance to discover what kinds
of things they’re good at and enjoy the most. This can help shape their ideas
about their career goals. And it can help them understand people who are
different from them—people with disabilities, people in financial need, sick kids,
newcomers to Canada, or the elderly.
Feel good. Nothing makes a person feel more self-confident than realizing people
depend on them, knowing they made a difference, and feeling proud of what
they accomplished. Volunteering does this. Volunteering is also a great way to
get a perspective on one’s own life. It’s easy for youth to get consumed with
worries about grades or negative comparisons with friends. By focusing on
things bigger than themselves, young people get some distance and have the
opportunity to set their priorities straight.

A World of Volunteer Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fundraisers, canvassers, sellers
Public relations workers, speakers
Graphic designers, webpage designers, computer operators
Tutors, trainers, mentors
Office assistants
Personal care assistants
Entertainers, performers, artists
Helpline operators
Events organizers, participants
Handy persons, builders, clean-up crews
Drivers
Sports coaches, crafts or recreation leaders
Kitchen helpers, food servers

What’s Next?
Your child can check the phone book under Organizations, Social and Human
Service Organizations, Cultural Arts Associations, Sports Associations. They can ask
friends or family for ideas and contacts and look on bulletin boards at the library.
When they’re calling an organization to offer their time, it’s best to ask for the
Volunteer Coordinator. Most places will ask applicants to come for an interview,
which is usually pretty casual. Your child should be ready to answer some
questions, like:

•
•
•
•
•

Why do you want to volunteer for our organization?
What do you know about our organization?
How many hours a week will you be able to volunteer?
What are your interests?
Do you have any special skills?

Your child should have a few questions prepared, like:

•
•
•

What will be expected of me if I volunteer here?
What kind of training will I receive?
How many hours do you expect me to volunteer each week/month?

If it’s a good fit—meaning your child likes the work and the organization and the
organization likes your child—volunteering can be an incredible way for your child
to put their energies, interests and skills to meaningful use.

Career Coaching Your Teen:
Listening To Hear
In this fast-paced world, listening has
become something of a dying art. But
it’s an essential skill to master if you
want to be able to coach your
son/daughter on career matters.
You may find it difficult to be a
patient and objective listener because
there are so many emotions you bring
to any encounter with your teen. If
you're like most parents, becoming an
effective listener will take some
practice. Here are a few pointers to
get you started.
Own up to your biases. Everybody
has them. College vs university
training. Blue collar vs white collar
jobs. Female vs male work. What are
your biases and how could they get in
the way of your teen’s career
exploration? Remember: This process
is not about you. It's about your
child, and it's critical that you learn
to listen from your teen's
perspective, not yours.
Clear your mind. When you have a
career conversation with your child,
don’t be pre-occupied with things you
have to do or upsets that have
happened during the day. Be prepared

to focus on your teen’s thoughts and
feelings, and not your own.
Don't think about what you're going
to say next while your teen is
talking. If you’re busy rehearsing
what you are going to say in response,
then you’re not really listening.
There's a big difference between
"listening to understand" what
someone is saying and just "hearing
the words."
Don’t get hung up on the words.
Your child may have some career ideas
that you think are pretty fuzzy or
far-fetched. Don’t think that’s their
final decision. Don’t even assume that
what you heard was what was meant.
Focus instead on having your child
describe what aspects of their career
choice captured their interests. Try
to get a picture in your mind of what
your child wants. Job titles that fit
the bill can come later.
Don’t interrupt your kids. As
parents, we often think we know what
our kids are going to say and we finish
their sentences or start in with our
responses. It ticks them off. Let
them finish their thoughts: it will

signal that you really are listening and
you might be surprised how willing
they are to listen to you.
Listen between the lines. When
your child starts to share his/her
career aspirations, tune into the
emotion that comes with the words or
what you’re not hearing: defensive
responses, topics avoided, quick
dismissals. This may be a clue that
your child has secret dreams that
s/he believes are impossible or
unacceptable to you. But neither of
you will know how true that is unless
you are able to examine it objectively.
Encourage your child to explore
his/her ideas to see where they lead.
Suspend judgment. Pay attention to
the way you're processing the
information. Are you reacting
negatively to what your child is
saying? Are you quick to give your
opinion?
Try to stay neutral at that moment.
The fastest way to shut down your
teen is to inject your views without
first walking in his/her shoes. Your
opinions are important, but it will be
difficult for your child to figure out
what s/he really wants if they think
you’re going to shoot down their ideas.
Example:
Child: I want to teach English at a
school in Japan.

Poor response: What?? How can you
even consider going so far away??
Better response: Interesting. I
didn't know you were thinking about
working abroad. Tell me more about
it.
Career conversations are a long
term investment. It can be
somewhat intimidating sitting down to
have The Big Career Talk. It puts too
much pressure on both parent and
child to come with The Answer.
The picture of who your child is and
what s/he wants can only be revealed
over time and not under duress.
Families need to find opportunities
where normal conversations about
interests, talents, dreams and
concerns can be discussed without the
panic of an application or graduation
deadline looming over their heads.

Parents’ Quick Guide Helpful Career Coach Questioning
Career coach, you say? Some days it
feels more like career “dentist.” It’s
worse than pulling teeth to get your
teen to open up about his/her dreams
for the future!
It’s often easier to simply tell your
child what career choice would be
right for them (or, more accurately,
try to!). It's much more difficult--but, ultimately, more productive---to
help your child figure out for
him/herself what to do.
Think of a career coach as being a
“guide on the side.” Your goal is to
help your child clarify what s/he
wants (and doesn’t want) in a career
and to help him/her get around any
obstacles or concerns that are
standing in the way.
At the heart of being an effective
coach is knowing how (and when) to
ask thought-provoking questions that
your child can respond to honestly.
Asking questions is a little bit science
and a lot art; there's no perfect way
to do it. The following tips will help
you ask questions that are relevant
and produce results, at the same time
you avoid being overbearing.

Avoid "Yes or No" Questions
The moment you start asking
questions that call for only a "yes or
no" answer, you start down the
unfortunate path of turning what's
supposed to be a helpful dialogue into
an annoying interrogation:

I thought you told me you were
interested in recreation, didn’t you?
Haven’t you filled out that application
yet?
Don’t you want to live at home?
In the “Peanuts” tv specials, the
teacher’s voice always sounds like a
broken trombone. Ask only yes/no
types of questions and you'll start to
sound the same way to your son or
daughter.
Don't Ask Leading Questions
Trial lawyers aren’t permitted to ask
questions that “lead the witness.”
You, too, should avoid asking questions
that attempt to lead your child in a
certain career direction. Examples:

Health careers are hot right now.
Why don’t you train to become a
nurse?
You're good with computers. What
about something in the IT field?
You may actually sway your teen into a
career choice that isn’t a fit---but you
and your child may not discover what’s
happened until much later.
Ask Questions to Clarify
Don’t automatically assume you
understand what your teen is trying to
tell you: don’t even assume your teen
knows for sure. It can all be quite
fuzzy and overwhelming for your child
to figure out who s/he is and what
s/he wants for the future. It may
take some probing with additional
questions before your child’s
interests and preferences become
clear.
Give Your Child a Chance to Think
Some people---particularly introverts-- would rather go off and think about
questions before responding to them
immediately. Does your son/daughter
typically prefer to ponder things for a
few hours, or even a few days, before
making decisions about them? If so,
be sure to encourage your child to
take the time he/she needs to
consider your questions.

Keep It Simple – and Know When to
Say When
Resist the urge to bombard your child
with a batch of questions: Which
school have you picked? What
program? When are you going to
apply? Have you checked into student
financial aid? Have you got a back-up
choice if you don’t get accepted?
Ugh. Invariably, your child will latch
onto one question (to the degree that
she/he can understand or remember
even that) and will never get back to
the others.
So in your career conversations with
your child, stick with one topic at a
time. If things are going well
between the two of you, an hour’s
discussion will bear a lot of fruit. You
can always pick up on the topic
another day.
Ask insightful questions of your child
and demonstrate that you'll listen
closely to his/her responses. It’s one
of the best career tools you can offer
as a parent. You'll learn more about
what's on your child's mind where
careers are concerned (and how you
might be helpful in that regard). Your
child will see that you're a sincere,
non-judgmental ally in his/her career
decision-making process.

Decoding Your
Child’s Interests
You probably have conversations with your children on a
whole gamut of subjects, including grades, friends, drugs,
dating, and home responsibilities. A career conversation
follows the same course, just with a different focus. We’ll
take you through the steps.

deal” shrug or grunt, or a screwed up face that says, “I hate
it; I just keep getting roped in,” you’re going to get some
insight into how important that activity really is to her.

Step 1: Observe your child

If your child seems receptive to your interest, you have
the conversation opener to keep gently probing. “What is
it about the theatre troupe that you find so appealing?” or
“What do you like best about tinkering with your friends’
computers?” You might be surprised by the different
responses you get. Your drama diva, for example, might
tell you she enjoys the following:

Take a good look at what your child does in the normal run
of a week.
• What school subjects does he enjoy and/or do well at?
• What school activities/clubs/organizations is she
involved with?
• How does he spend his “free” time: what out-of-school
activities (hobbies, volunteer/paid jobs, interests)
does he have?
• What interests and activities do her closest
friends prefer?
• What activities does he do under protest
(or not at all)?

Step 2: Acknowledge
your child’s personal strengths
As you see your child absorbed in some activity, stop and
make a casual comment about her interest or talent. She
may, or may not, have been aware she was doing anything
noteworthy. She almost certainly will be pleased that you
think so, however.
These conversations don’t need to be long and drawn out:
a simple “You seem to really enjoy working with the
children’s theatre troupe” or “Your friends sure rely on you
to keep their computers up and running” will suffice.
You’re letting your child know that you’ve noticed him and
you’re genuinely interested in what he’s doing.
Soon enough, your child will let you know what she thinks
about the activity. Whether it’s riotous enthusiasm, a “no big

Step 3: Ask questions to clarify

Seeing a project through
from start to finish
Working
Having an
with children
audience
Working
with a team
Devising
something
from scratch

Being
creative

Expressing
myself

Making
people happy

You can use your child's comments as a starting point to
observe what other activities she enjoys and whether
certain interests keep reappearing. For example, if the
parents of our young dramatist were to look back over
other activities that she'd been drawn to, they might recall
her time as a reporter for the school newspaper, the photography night class she took, the Go Green campaign she
organized at her local ice rink, and the e-card invitation
she designed for her grandmother's 60th birthday party. A
common theme of being creative with words and images
would start to emerge from these activities.

Advertising
copywriter

Newspaper
reporter

Elementary
teacher

Daycare
worker

Actor

Computer
animator

On-line
curriculum
developer

Communicating
Multi-media
Creatively
developer

Web page
designer
Events
photographer

Step 4: Translate interests
into career possibilities
Parents sometimes get too literal too soon. Mr. Sensitive
should be a social worker. Ms. Fix-it should be a carpenter.
A young person’s self and career awareness is limited by
the experiences that he has so far been exposed to.
Connecting an interest with a specific occupational
choice too quickly can close down exploration before it
has even begun.
Similarly, by having a negative reaction to a child’s interest
in something seemingly impractical such as sports, music
or art, a parent is assuming that the only options available
relate directly to a “risky” career as an athlete or on-stage
performer. Take our theatre troupe thespian. Her parents
would be equally misinformed if they dismissed her interest
as having nothing to do with a future career direction, or if
they over-emphasized its importance as pointing only
towards a career in the performing arts.
A number of the things our young woman liked about her
theatre experience don’t necessarily have anything to do
with show business. If our young person and her parents
were to brainstorm possible occupations that gave her the
opportunity to communicate creatively, the list might look
something like this:

Graphic
designer

Exhibits
designer
Public
relations
specialist

Freelance
writer

By brainstorming without censoring, one idea spawns
another, then another. Some of the ideas will probably
not be viable for practical reasons such as no training
available, limited job prospects, or so-so abilities.
Your child may not be interested in any of the options
that are suggested.
Still, generating a list of possibilities is powerfully
uplifting. Both you and your child will be reassured that
there are many avenues through which an interest can be
expressed. As your child gains more experiences and
researches the realities of different options, the list will
become more fine-tuned as possibilities are confirmed,
eliminated, or freshly discovered. When it comes time to
decide, you and your child can feel more confident that
the decision has been thoughtfully considered, taking
into account the best information that was available
at the time.

YOUR CHILD: EDUCATION AFTER HIGH SCHOOL
Choosing where to go to college or
university is an extremely personal—
and sometimes stressful— decision. You
want your children to find the training
that gets them started on their chosen
career path. But post-secondary
education is also a leap into a world of
new experiences and personal growth.
The “personality” of the institution can
play as big a role in your child’s success
as a student as the actual program
they choose.
Each of us has unique needs and
values: what is important to your child
may not matter to someone else. Since
it is your child—not the guidance counsellor, friends or you—who will be the
student, they need to figure out what
matters to them and where they would
feel most comfortable. Here are some
things you can help your child consider
when choosing the program and school
that is right for them, both academically and personally.
Academic Program—What are the entrance requirements? Does your child
have them? How long is the program?
Can your child manage being in school
for that amount of time? What courses
will he/she take? Is that what they
want to learn? What style of learning
is it: lectures, discussions and written
assignments, or hands-on labs, projects
and work placements? Which style of
learning suits your child best?
Location—How important is being near
family, friends and what’s familiar? Is
your child from a small town looking

for a new adventure in the city? A city
dweller looking for a slower pace? How
much of a change does your child want
when he/she goes to school?
Size—Post-secondary institutions come
in all sizes. Some schools have less than
100 students. Others, like Dalhousie
University, have 15,000 or more students and the University of Toronto,
Canada’s biggest university, has over
50,000 students. Which is better—
small or big? That depends on what
your child is comfortable with. A
bigger institution usually means bigger
class sizes, larger instructor-stude
ratios, and classes spread all over the
campus. Does your child go to a small
high school or a large one? Does
he/she like that size? Does your child
like being places where everyone
knows everyone, or does he/she prefer
the anonymity of a crowd?
Extracurricular Activities—Larger
institutions tend to have more sports
and athletics programs, student organizations, social and cultural events, and
extracurricular activities like student
newspapers, radio stations, drama
clubs and the like. How important is it
to your child to be involved in campus
activities outside of academics?
Employment Opportunities
Will the programs your child is considering prepare them for the career goal
they have in mind? Do employers hire
graduates of that program? What
types of jobs do graduates get and is
that what your child wants to do?
Continued on back page...

COMPARING EDUCATION PRO
Program:
School Location/Size

Length of Program

Admission Requirements

Academic Program
(eg. courses, labs, projects,
work experience, etc.)

Extracurricular Activities
(sports, clubs, organizations, etc.)

Cost
(eg. tuition, textbooks, tools,
supplies, etc.)

Employment Opportunities

OGRAMS: WHAT FITS BEST?

Cost—Cost is usually a big consideration
when evaluating an educational choice
and there is a great variation in tuition
fees from one institution to another.
But tuition is just one piece of the cost
puzzle. There are also textbooks and
supplies, student fees and, depending
on the program, special clothing,
protective gear, tools or equipment.
If your child moves away from home,
there are also living expenses to
consider, whether that is student residences, sharing with someone, or living
on their own. How much can your child
(and the family) afford to spend? How
much debt is he/she willing to take on?
Have you and your child looked into
sources of student financial aid (loans,
scholarships, bursaries)?
SOURCES OF INFORMATION
College/university:

•
•
•
•

Calendars & viewbooks
Websites
Open Houses, test drives, tours
Admissions staff, student
service counsellors, faculty

People:

• High school guidance
counsellors & teachers

• Employers
• Current students, past graduates
CAMPUS VISIT 101
The best way to really get a feel for a
school is by taking a tour of the campus.
If your child is on an organized group
tour, he/she will only hear and see
what the guide wants to present. So,
your child should have their own set of
questions ready. And be ready to take

good notes. In 48 hours it will all be a
blur if they don’t write down their
impressions.
The questions should be ones where
answers can’t be found in the school
calendar or website, such as:
How big are the classes?
What is the workload like (hours of
classes, homework/project assignments)?
What types of financial aid are
available and how do I apply?
How easy is it to meet with faculty
for academic help?
What tutoring, advising or counselling
services are available to help students
adjust?
What types of activities or organizations are available to students outside
the classroom?
How successful are graduates in
finding jobs related to their training?
After the tour, your child should retrace their steps and look more closely.
They should: walk the campus, talk to
students, pick up the school newspaper, read the bulletin boards, eat in the
cafeteria, check out the dorms, library,
fitness centre, or anywhere else they
think they will be spending time. Can
they imagine going to school there? If
this is where they plan to spend the
next two or four years, they need to
feel “at home” in the place.
Ultimately, your child needs to trust
their instincts. If a place feels right,
that’s important. Similarly, if it just
feels wrong, no matter who wants
them to go there or how good it looks
on paper, it probably isn’t a good fit.

ACCESS YOUR ALLIES: USING YOUR NETWORK
If you were in the market for a new microwave or hairdresser, you wouldn’t
hesitate to ask for advice from people in your circle who might know. Somehow,
when it comes to career information or job leads, we’re more reluctant to ask for
help. It’s time to give networking the respect it deserves as one of the most
powerful career building tools you and your children will ever have.

Networking starts at home
A network consists of people who know you and support what you are doing;
people who are genuinely interested in your success, and who are happy to give
you their time, knowledge, advice and support.
Networking is nothing more than a fancy way of saying “Talk to people,” and
there’s no rule that says the information and advice your child seeks has to come
from “career experts.” So, start with people who are already an important
(and comfortable) part of your child’s life.
Here are some examples:
Family. Oddly enough, we often don’t consider networking within our own
families. That includes you, siblings, aunts, uncles, grandparents, cousins: you’ve
all been in the work world for a while, probably went to school with some
interesting people, have friends who work in a range of different occupations,
and those friends have friends . . .
School associates. This includes classmates, teachers, principals, guidance
counsellors, work experience coordinators, sports coaches. If your child has had
a good relationship with anyone connected with school, contact doesn’t have to
end when your child moves to the next grade or changes schools.
Friends. We’ve already talked about your friends. This is your child’s friends. They
all have parents who have their own networks of relatives, friends, neighbours
and acquaintances.
Other trusted people. This could be anyone—dentist, corner store owner, club
leader, recreational director, niece’s babysitter—anyone you know and respect
who can tap you into their own network of relatives, friends, neighbours and
acquaintances.
Do any of your contacts work in that occupation—or know someone who does—
or know someone who knows someone who does? You and your child probably
won’t have to go beyond two or three phone calls before someone you know
connects you to someone-in-the-know.

Getting over nerves
Making cold calls to “strangers” can be quite unnerving, especially for youth who
are shy or insecure. As a parent you can ease their stage fright. Work with your
child to help identify people in your or their network with whom your child would
be comfortable talking (see graphic Who is in Your Network?). Make some of the
initial “cold calls” to introduce your child and smooth the way. Help your child
develop a script of good questions to ask and offer to be the first interview subject
so your child gets some practice (see handout “Information Meetings”).

Different people for different reasons
Even if it isn’t always obvious, parents are youth’s #1 choice when it comes to seeking advice on career concerns. At certain times and for certain topics,
however, your child may accept information and advice better from someone
who’s not their parent.
When youth are researching different educational options, they may be more
open to the information coming from “experts”—Admissions personnel at
post-secondary institutions, or graduates/students taking a training program.
When youth are starting to mull over tentative career ideas, you may not be their
first choice of confidante. Youth usually want to please their parents, so they may
seek out a friend or favorite uncle to test out their budding dreams or express
their fears or hopes about the future. They are looking for someone who will
listen and acknowledge their ideas or concerns without judging or being
disappointed. Once they feel more confident, they will include you in the plan.
If “it takes a village to raise a child,” it takes a network to build and sustain a career.

Who is in your network?
Coaches
& teammates

Church
& club members

Neighbours
Instructors
& classmates

Parents’ employers
& coworkers
Family

You
Your employers
& coworkers

You get the picture

Personal
& family friends

Friends’
family
Friends’
friends

People where
you volunteer
Internet
web sites

People doing work
that looks interesting

People with whom
you do business
Casual
acquaintances

Professional
organizations

INVESTIGATE—DON’T ELIMINATE—
YOUR CAREER OPTIONS

M

any people make assumptions about
occupations. Often these assumptions
are based on impressions they get
from relatives and friends, from the media,
or from jobs they see in their daily lives.
Impressions are a good place to start when
you’re trying to identify career possibilities.
But impressions can be misleading. They
show only a small portion of reality, or
worse, no reality at all. People make all kinds
of false assumptions about an occupation’s
working conditions, job duties, educational
requirements and employment prospects
because they have limited information.
For example, some people think that all highpaying jobs require a university degree; all librarians are quiet, studious types; flight
attendants are glorified waiters; there are no
job opportunities for fine arts majors. They
may reject a career option as impossible or
undesirable based solely on what they think
they know, without checking out
the facts.
The flip side is equally true: many people
make career choices based on precious little
information. A person who loves helping
others may think social work is the answer;
another may dive into real estate because his
cousin made a fortune in the field; someone
else who wants surefire job security may
jump into whatever field is hot in the news.
They may fail to think about what’s actually
involved in the work, and whether their
interests, skills and personality are suited to
that type of work.

Getting to the truth of any career option
requires that you find accurate information
from reliable sources. You will need to look in
more than one place to get the full picture of
any occupation you are considering. You will
also need to investigate more than one
occupation so you have choices to compare.
In short, you will need to do some detective
work. The following sources will help you get
the inside scoop.

•

•

•

Career websites and occupational
directories— give you general
information about the work, training
requirements and salary ranges.

Information interviews— give you an
insider’s view on the benefits, drawbacks
and job options within an occupation.

Real-life experience — through
volunteering, job shadowing or summer/
part-time jobs gives you hands-on
exposure to what it’s like to do a job.

Ultimately, it will be up to you to decide if
a career option fits. No glossy recruitment ad,
fancy website, or glowing report from
an employer should influence you to go in
a direction that does not seem right to you.
Make sure you have enough objective
information to make that decision. So do
your detective work: read, ask questions,
observe, and take notes.

QUESTIONS
What are the main duties?

What skills are needed?

What does it pay?

What training/qualifications
are needed? Location? Length? Cost?

What are the job prospects like?

How does this occupation suit the
real “Me”? Does it fit with my
strongest interests and abilities?

OCCUPATIONAL RE

ESEARCH SUMMARY
OCCUPATIONS

INFORMATION MEETINGS:
Career Conversations with a Pro

I

nformation meetings are a way of getting the real details on career options
you may be considering from someone
who has firsthand knowledge. It’s based on
the simple idea that, if you want to know
what a graphic designer really does, you talk
to a graphic designer. The following are a
few tips to help you get started.
Information meetings don’t have to be
formal. They can be as casual as talking to
your neighbour at a barbeque, attending a
Career Fair or college Open House, touring
your brother’s workplace, or talking to your
dentist’s receptionist while you’re waiting
for your appointment.

There’s always someone to talk to.
Here’s how it works. You need information.
Someone has that information. Anyone is
fair game as long as they know about the career in which you are interested. Start with
people in your immediate circle: family,
friends, community connections, school associates, co-workers, neighbours. Do they work
in that career—or know someone who does—
or know someone who knows someone who
does? It usually only takes a couple of phone
calls before someone you know can connect
you with someone in-the-know.

Practice makes perfect. You may be nervous
about “cold calling” a stranger, so it’s a good
idea to start with people you know. If you
can practice with a cooperative friend (even
if you’re not particularly interested in their occupation), you will gain confidence and find it
gets easier each time.

Information meetings are not job
interviews. The purpose of information meetings is to find out what the work is really like,
what opportunities there may be, and
whether your interests and skills fit. It’s not
about looking for job openings, even if deep
down inside, you really want one. That is not
to say that an information meeting can’t lead
to job leads. The person you are meeting
with today may be an important part of your
job search network in the future.
First things first. Most people love to
talk about things they know about. On the
other hand, you want to respect their time,
so prepare first. Get some basic information
on the occupation from books, newspaper
articles, educational calendars, or web sites.
Then think about what information you
could not find and develop a list of
questions on those topics (see the back
page). If you are prepared, you will come
across as someone who is serious about
your career pursuits.

Setting up the meeting

Hello Mr/Ms X. This is Y. Z suggested
I call you. I’ve been thinking about career
options that might be a good choice for me.
I am hoping to talk to people who know
about these fields and you were recommended to me. Would it be possible to take
15 or 20 minutes of your time to talk about
how you got into your line of work and
what you think about it? What would be a
good time for you?
[Basic script that you need to change to fit.]

Good Questions = Good
Information
The meeting might happen on the spot, so
have your questions ready. Here are some
basic questions. Your questions should be
tailored to what you want to learn.

•

What do you do on a typical day on
the job?

•

What do you enjoy most about the
work? Least?

•
•

What training or experience is needed?

•

What career opportunities are possible
for someone entering this type of work?

•

How do you see this occupation
(industry) changing in the future?

•

Can you suggest anyone else I should
talk to?

What personal qualities are important to
succeed in this kind of work?

Thank you for your time. I really appreciate
the information you have given me.

Make sense of the information
What did you like/dislike about what you
heard? Can you see yourself doing this type
of work? What would make this occupation
more attractive to you? Did anything you
hear make you think about other occupations
you’d like to explore?
Get information from more than one person,
then compare what they have to say: does
everyone say the same things? how were they
different? which person seems most like you?
are you still interested in the occupation?
And finally, what can you do right now that
would help you get closer to your goal? Do
you need to get some academic upgrading,
apply to a training program, get related
experience (volunteer, part-time, job
shadowing), make contacts in the industry,

start saving money . . ? Find something you
can do immediately to keep your momentum
going. Start somewhere. Start today.

Not everyone is helpful

Not every industry insider will give you
fabulous career advice or job leads. If you are
feeling discouraged after speaking with
someone working in a career field, you may
be talking to the wrong person. Here are
some reasons an industry expert may not be
helpful to newcomers.
They want to feel special. Not many people
are going to tell you it’s a snap to break into
their career field. But some people overplay
what it takes to be successful. Making it
sound more difficult than it is builds up what
that person has achieved.

They are struggling. Someone who has not
achieved success or is unhappy for any
number of reasons may try to “help” you by
pointing out the “realities” of the occupation you want to work in. In their present
state of mind, they simply are unable to see
how a newcomer could be happy or successful
in the field.

They have a scarcity mindset. Someone
with a scarcity mindset views everyone as a
potential competitor. The more people who
enter a career field, the less work there will be
for them. They therefore do what they can to
discourage others from entering the field.
If you run into people like this, try to overlook
their discouraging attitude. You won’t likely
be able to convince them that you could be
successful despite the odds or that you don’t
pose a threat. So, just acknowledge their success, show respect for their achievements, and
hope that, somewhere in the discussion, there
is some valuable information you can use.
Then move onto someone else who may be
more helpful.

INFORMATION MEETING
NOTES
Contact person

Telephone

Name of company

Email

What do you do on a typical day on the job?

What do you enjoy most about the work? Least?

What education or experience do you need to get into this kind of work?

What personal qualities are important to succeed in this work?

Where are people most likely to be employed?

What do you think the employment outlook for this work is going to be like over the next
ten years?

How do you see the occupation/industry changing in the future (eg. changes in technologies,
training, job duties, etc.)?

What advice would you give someone who wants to get started in this type of work?

Would you be able to recommend anyone else that I should talk to?

Other Questions:

POST-MEETING REVIEW
I liked what I heard

Yes

No

Yes

No

I heard about other occupations I should explore

Yes

No

I was given another contact I should call

Yes

No

because
I could see myself doing this work
because

NEXT STEPS: Based on what I learned from this information meeting, I need to do the
following things:

SOME FINAL THOUGHTS
The following suggestions can apply, with modifications, to children of any age.
The earlier they are instituted, the better—when children’s activities are still
carefree, lines of communication are still open, and “serious” decisions don’t
have to be made. On the other hand, it’s never too late to start.
Your child is not you. Their world and their values may be very different from yours.
Be aware that your own beliefs and attitudes may be pushing your child to live out
your dream, rather than go in the direction they want. Resist the temptation to say
things like: “That won’t pay the bills,” or “Be practical,” or other comments that
will tune your child out, shut them down, or pressure them into a decision they
don’t want to make.
Your child hasn’t lived your life experiences—yet. Did you know what you
wanted to be when you were 18? Are you doing now what you chose at that age?
Chances are no. It takes time to discover who you are, and who you want to become. Part of that discovery, painful though it may be, may involve wrong choices,
detours and setbacks. Patience truly is a virtue as you watch your child go through
their own process of self-awareness and career exploration.
Encourage your child to experience experiences. Ideally, your child’s volunteer or
part-time jobs are interesting and they’re able to develop practical skills. But even
“drudge” jobs develop responsibility, time management, teamwork and social
skills—not to mention the realization that “I don’t ever want to do that job
again.” Experiences build upon each other. They give youth knowledge upon
which they can judge their capabilities and enlarge their career picture. Share
some of the ups and downs from your own work life—if you’re asked and if it’s
helpful (try to avoid “when I was your age” stories).
Take an interest in your child’s interests. What school subjects does your child like?
Dislike? What hobbies, pastimes and extra-curricular activities do they enjoy?
What are their favourite books, movies, tv shows, websites? Who/what do they
admire? Offer your own observations in broad terms: “I’ve noticed your friends
like coming to you for advice” or “You seem to really enjoy tinkering with electronics.” That way, you’re recognizing and supporting an interest and your child is
free to be themselves. You’re not making the quantum leap to your child becoming a counsellor or engineer.
Walk the fine line between stimulating children’s interests and overloading them.
Some youth need to be nudged to try something they don’t think they’d like or
can handle. Others have to be reined in. You don’t want your child’s grades to
suffer at the expense of part-time jobs and after-school activities. Nor do you want
them to miss out on sports, clubs, pastimes and work experiences. What’s enough?
What’s too much? Help your child to find a reasonable balance between their
outside interests and their academic life.

Insist on persistence. Instil in your child the attitude of doing their best at whatever they attempt—and sticking with it even if it doesn’t come easy. Toughing out
the sports team, music lessons or a hard course for the year develops selfdiscipline and perseverance. That’s a valuable life lesson when first jobs may be
short on “fun” and long on “humdrum.”
Know what courses your child is taking. Your child can get a high school diploma
with an exotic array of courses these days, but that may not be enough to get into
the college or university program of their choice. Even in university, youth may
choose courses by how they fit a timetable or how heavy the workload. Make sure
your children (and you) know how their course choices now could affect their
options in the future.
Discuss money matters with your child. Do your children know what rent,
groceries and car maintenance costs? Do they have a bank account—including
savings? Do they have to cost-share pricey purchases? Have they researched what
it costs to go to college and how they’ll make that happen (student loans, living
at home)? Lessons in money management go a long way to getting your child
thinking about the realities of being independent.
Feed your child with feedback. Praise your child’s everyday efforts and successes:
sharing the household chores; volunteering at the Food Bank; juggling school and
a part-time job. To feel hopeful about the future, youth need to feel competent in
the present. This is doubly important if academics are not your child’s strong suit.
“Casual” acknowledgements go a long way to giving your child concrete information about their special talents and qualities.
A touchy side of feedback is speaking up when minimal effort isn’t good enough
or your child doesn’t have a particular talent for something s/he loves. Children
who don’t get honest (but gentle) feedback on their “deficiencies” miss the
opportunity to improve or to reconsider their areas of strength. As adult workers,
they are more prone to defeatism when things go wrong.
Believe your child can make decisions that are right for them. Decision making
is a skill that improves only if it is practiced. If children are allowed to make
manageable decisions of increasing importance throughout childhood, they will
have a better chance of making effective education and work decisions when
they get older. Let your children make their own choices, but give them the
benefit of your experience and advice. Once they have made a decision,
encourage them to act upon and be responsible for that decision.
Help your child deal with setbacks. If your child fails a course, quits college, or
gets fired from a job, they already know they’ve made a mistake. The less dwelling
on that, the better. Try to find a middle ground between bawling them out and
bailing them out. Rather, discuss what went wrong, what the consequences are,
and what they need to do to get back on track. They made the mistake; they need
to deal with it. Let your child know you are there for support and guidance, but
don’t hover and don’t take over.
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